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R O L A N D H U B E R A N D M A N F R E D K N E B U S C H 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
We have seen in the last decade how important it is to switch from the con-
sideration of particular orderings of fields to a study of the set of all orderings of 
all residue class fields of a commutative ring A, i.e., the real spectrum Sper A 
Now why not do the same with valuations? This leads to the definition of 
"valuation spectra." In principle the points of the valuation spectrum SpvA 
should be pairs (p,w) consisting of a prime ideal p of A , i.e., a point of Spec A, 
and a K r u l l valuation v of the residue class field qf(A/p). Different valuations 
of qf(A/p) which have the same valuation ring are identified. 
M . J . de la Puente has written a thesis under the guidance of G . Brumfiel at 
Stanford about such a valuation spectrum Spv A (which she calls the "Riemann 
surface" of A [Pu]. Without being aware of the work of Puente (which had 
not yet appeared), one of us (R.H.) in 1987 started a thorough investigation 
of valuation spectra [Hu, Chap. I]. Puente and Huber both arrive at the same 
definition of Spv A. 
The motivations of Puente (and Brumfiel) and Huber are different. Puente 
and Brumfiel want to use valuation spectra for compactification of affine alge-
braic varieties. Here we should also mention a recent paper by N . Schwartz 
[S], where he uses a related "absolute value spectrum" (which he also calls the 
"valuation spectrum") for the same purpose. The authors of the present arti-
cle have been driven by some striking analogies between semialgebraic geometry 
and rigid analytic geometry, a subject started by John Tate (cf. [BGR], [FP]). 
This led Huber to a new "abstract" approach to rigid analytic geometry by use 
of "analytic spectra," which are natural descendents of valuation spectra [Hu]. 
(Only recently have we become aware of the extensive work of V . Berkovich [Be], 
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who studies rank 1 valuations of Banack algebras and applies his theory to rigid 
analytic geometry. This is another "abstract" approach to rigid geometry.) 
Since Huber's abstract rigid geometry is close in spirit to abstract real alge-
braic geometry, it is not surprising that these two theories can be "mixed." One 
result of such a mixture is Huber's recent paper on semirigid functions [H114], 
which permits studies of real phenomena of rigid analytic varieties. As has been 
amply demonstrated by the Spanish school (Andradas, Ruiz, . . . cf. also their 
article in this volume), semianalytic geometry is amenable to methods from ab-
stract real algebraic geometry. We have high hopes that the same will turn out 
to be true of semirigid geometry. 
The spaces on which the semirigid functions are defined are derivates of real 
valuation spectra. The real valuation spectrum Sperv A of a commutative ring 
is a refinement of the real spectrum Sper A Its points are the triples (p,P, C) 
with p € Spec A, P an ordering on qf(A/p), and C a convex subring of qf(A/p) 
with respect to P. Notice that (p,P) is a point of Sper A and (p,C) is a point 
of Spv A. In this way Sperv A may be viewed as a natural subspace of the fibre 
product of Sper A and Spv A over Spec A. 
Real valuation spectra are indispensable in real rigid geometry. They seem 
to be also a valuable tool in real algebraic geometry, as is indicated by the very 
frequent occurence of real valuation rings in arguments in this area. A l l this 
has motivated us to give several talks about valuation spectra in the Ragsquad 
seminar and also talks about semirigid functions, both in the Ragsquad seminar 
and at the A M S conference at San Francisco in January '91. This is also the 
motivation for the present article. 
In this article we intend to give a comprehensive account of basic facts about 
valuation spectra, as defined in [Hu]. We also give some applications to algebraic 
geometry in order to demonstrate that valuation spectra are already useful there. 
We have decided not to go on to real valuation spectra and real geometry in this 
article, because we want to keep the picture as simple as possible. (A [very] 
brief treatment of real valuation spectra can be found in §1 of [HU4].) Once the 
reader has obtained a firm grasp of valuation spectra and a feeling about possible 
applications in algebraic geometry, he or she will have no difficulty understanding 
real valuation spectra, and will hopefully be able to explore applications in real 
algebraic geometry. The reader wil l also find the door open to abstract rigid 
geometry, which is a very extensive—but useful—enlargement of classical rigid 
geometry. 
Thinking about applications of valuation spectra in algebraic or real alge-
braic geometry, we should remember that valuations played a central role in 
Zariski's approach from the late 1930's, building up algebraic geometry by alge-
braic means. Later this role was reduced by Grothendieck and others in favour 
of prime ideals. Valuations survived, for example, in various valuative criteria 
and the resolution of singularities, but lost their dominance in algebraic geome-
try. Recently, in the Ragsquad seminar and elsewhere, we experienced a revived 
interest in Zariski's work. This should not be surprising since valuations occur 
so frequently and in such a natural way in real algebraic geometry. 
Valuation spectra may be viewed as a refinement of Zariski spectra. We 
hope that Chapter 4 of the present article will convince the reader that this 
refinement, which brings us closer to Zariski's work, can be useful for problems 
of very different type in algebraic geometry. 
1. The valuation spectrum of a ring 
1.1. Definition of the valuation spectrum. Let A be a ring. (Al l rings 
are tacitly assumed to be commutative with unit element.) We recall the defini-
tion of a valuation of A. Let T be a totally ordered commutative group written 
additively. We adjoin an element oo to T and extend the addition and the or-
dering of T to : = T U {oo} b y a + oo==oo + a = oo and a < oo for every 
a G r^ . 
D E F I N I T I O N . [B, VI.3.1]. A valuation of A with values in Too is a mapping 
v: A —> such that 
i) v(x + y) > min(v(x), v(y)) for all x, y G A , 
ii) v(x • y) = v(x) + v(y) for all x, y G A, 
iii) v(0) = oo and v(l) = 0. 
Let v: A —• be a valuation. The subgroup of T generated by {v(a)|a G 
A , v(a) / oo} is called the value group of v and is denoted by Tv. The valuation 
is called trivial ifTv = {0}. The convex subgroup cT of T generated by {v(a)|a G 
A , v(a) < 0} is called the characteristic subgroup of v. The set supp(v): = 
v~1(oo) is a prime ideal of A and is called the support of v. The valuation v 
factorizes uniquely in A g / (A/supp (v)) —^ where g is the canonical 
mapping and v is a valuation of the quotient field g/(A/supp (v)) of A/supp (v). 
The valuation ring of v is denoted by A(v). 
Two valuations v and w of A are called equivalent if the following equivalent 
conditions are satisfied 
i) For all a, 6 G A , v(a) > v(b) iff w(a) >w(b). 
ii) There is an isomorphism / : (rv)oo — • (r^)^ with w = / o v. 
iii) supp (v) = supp (w) and A(v) = A{w). 
Remark. The model theoretic result that the theory of algebraically closed 
fields with non-trivial valuation-divisibility relation has elimination of quantifiers 
implies that the equivalence classes of valuations of A correspond bijectively to 
the elementary equivalence classes of ring homomorphisms from A to non-trivial 
valued algebraically closed fields. 
D E F I N I T I O N . i) S(A) denotes the set of all equivalence classes of val-
uations of A. (In the following we often do not distinguish between a 
valuation and its equivalence class.) 
ii) K(A) denotes the boolean algebra of subsets of S(A) generated by the 
subsets of the form {v G S(A)\v(a) > v(b)} (a, b G ^4). 
We equip S(A) with the topology T generated by the sets of the form 
{v € S(A)\v(a) > v(b) ^ 0 0 } (a, b G A), and call the topological space 
Spv A : = (S(A),T) the valuation spectrum of A. This notation is justified 
by the following proposition. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (1.1.1). Spv A is a spectral space. K(A) is the boolean algebra 
of constructible subsets of Spv A. 
P R O O F . Every valuation v of A defines a binary relation \ v on A by 
a\vb: v(a) < v(b). 
Two valuations v and w of A are equivalent if and only if \ v = \ w . Therefore 
we have an injective mapping (p: S(A) —• V(A x A), v 1—• \v. {V(A x ^4) 
denotes the power set of Ax A.) We equip {0,1} with the discrete topology and 
V(A x A) = {0, l}AxA with the product topology. Then V{A x A) is a compact 
Hausdorff space. The image im (</?) of <p is closed in V(A x A) since im (cp) is the 
set of all binary relations following conditions 
1) a\b or b\a. 
2) If a\b and b\c then a\c. 
3) If a\b and a|c then a\b + c. 
4) If a\b then ac|6c. 
5) If ac\bc and Ojc then a\b. 
6) 0 /1 . • 
We equip S(A) with the topology such that if is a topological embedding. 
Then S(A) is a compact Hausdorff space and K(A) is the set of all subsets of 
S(A) which are open and closed. Now Proposition (1.1.1) follows from Hochster's 
result [H, Prop. 7]. For convenience we recall this result in the following lemma. 
L E M M A (1.1.2 [H]). Let (X,T) be a quasi-compact topological space and C 
be the set of all subsets of X which are open and closed. Let T be a topology of 
X such that T is generated by elements of C and (X,T) is a To-space. Then 
( X , T) is a spectral space and C is the set of all constructible subsets of (X, T). 
Let f: A —• B be a ring homomorphism. Then f induces a mapping Spv (/): 
SpvB —• Spv A. {We often write v\A instead of Spv(f)(v).) Spv(f) is continu-
ous, even more, Spv(f) is spectral. 
Remark (1.1.3). i) If K is a field then Spv I f is the abstract Riemann 
surface of [ZS, VI.17] (with the difference that in [ZS] the trivial valu-
ation is excluded). 
ii) The set M of all trivial valuations of A is a pro-constructible subset of 
Spv A. 
iii) The support mapping supp : Spv A —• Spec A, v *-+ supp (v) is spectral. 
The restriction of supp to the set M of all trivial valuations of A is a 
homeomorphism from M to Spec . A 
1.2. Specializations in the valuation spectrum. Let A be a ring and 
v: A — • Too a valuation of A. To every convex subgroup H of F we have the 
mappings 
/ T T A / T*\ i T T \ ( v ( a ) m o d i l if v(a) ^ oo 
[oo it v(a) = oo, 
irr A TT \<A) i f « ( a ) € f T 
v | f T : A —^ ff«,, 
[oo if v(a) £ H. 
One can easily check: 
L E M M A (1.2.1). i) v/H is a valuation of A andv/H is a generalization 
of v in Spv A. 
ii) v\H is a valuation of A iffcT C H, and in this case v\H is a specializa-
tion of v in Spv A. 
The generalizations of v in Spv A of the form v\H are called the secondary 
generalizations of v, and the specializations of v in Spv A of the form v\H are 
called the primary specializations of v. A valuation w of A is called a generalized 
primary specialization of v if w is a primary specialization of v or if cTv = {0}, 
w is trivial and supp (v |c r v ) C supp (w) (in the latter case we have by (1.1.3 iii) 
a chain of specializations v y v\cTv y w). 
Remark (1.2.2). Let A qf (A/supp (v)) r«, be the canonical fac-
torization of v and H a convex subgroup of T. Let p be the prime ideal 
{x G ;4(i;)|t;(a;) > H} of A(v). Then 
i) supp(v/iT) = supp(v) and A(v/H) = A(v)p. 
ii) g(A) C A(v)p iff cT C i f . Let us assume cT C iJ". Then g induces a 
mapping A —• K : = A(v ) p /p , and Q: = A(v)/p is a valuation ring of 
the field K. This ring homomorphism of A into the valued field (if, Q) 
induces the valuation v\H on A . 
A subset T of A is called v-convex if for all a, &, c G A holds: v(a) > v(c) > 
v(6), a G T, b G T c G T. (If 0 G T this means: v(c) > v(6), 6 G T c G 
T.) 
L E M M A (1.2.3). Tfte supports of the primary specializations of v are the 
v-convex prime ideals of A. 
P R O O F . Let p be a ^-convex prime ideal of A . Then v(A\p) < v(p), especially 
*>CA\p) C T. Let G be the subgroup of T generated by v(A\p). Then v(p) > G. 
(Indeed, assume to the contrary g > v(c) for some g G G and c G p. Since 
v(A \ p) is additively closed, there exist a,b e A\p with v(a) — v(b) = g. Then 
v(a) > v(bc), in contradiction to v(A \ p) < i>(p).) Let i f be the convex hull of 
G in T. Then H is a convex subgroup of T with v(p) > H and v(A \ p) C 
hence cT C H and p = supp (v\H). • 
Now we can describe all specializations of v in Spv A. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (1.2.4). Every specialization of v is a secondary specialization 
f a generalized primary specialization of v, and also a primary specialization of 
secondary specialization of v. 
P R O O F . i) Let w G Spv A be a specialization of v. We show that w is 
a secondary specialization of a generalized primary specialization of v. 
If cTv = {0} and v(a) < 0 for each a G A \ supp(w) then the trivial 
valuation u of A with supp(u) = supp(w) is a generalized primary 
specialization of v and w is a secondary specialization of u. It remains 
to consider the case that cTv / {0} or v(a) > 0 for some a G A\supp (w). 
We notice for arbitrary a, b G A. 
(1) If v(a) > v(b), w(a) ^ oo and w(b) = oo, then v(a) = v(b) / oo. 
(Indeed, we have w(b) > w(a) ^ oo and hence v(b) > v(a) ^ oo.) 
First we show that supp(w) is v- convex. Let x,y G A with 
y G supp(w) and v(x) > v(y). We have to show x G supp (tu). 
Assume to the contrary x & supp (w). Then 
(2) v(x) > v(y), w(x) ^ oo, w(y) = oo. 
We deduce from (1) and (2) 
(3) v(x) = v(y) / oo. 
By our supposition there exists a a G A with (I) v(a) < 0 or 
(II) v(a) > 0 and w(a) / oo. In case (I) we have v(x) > 
v(ay), w(x) ^ oo, w(ay) = oo (by (2)) and hence v(x) = v(ay) 
(by (1)), in contradiction to (3). In case (II) we have v(ax) > 
v(y), w(ax) / oo, w(y) = oo (by (2)) and hence v(ax) = v(y) (by 
(1)), in contradiction to (3). Thus we have proved that supp (w) is 
v-convex. By (1.2.3) there exists a primary specialization u of v 
with supp(ii) = supp (tu). We show that w is a secondary spe-
cialization of u. Since supp(w) = supp(w), it suffices to show: If 
a, b G A with w(a) > w(b) ^ oo then u(a) > u(b). Let a, b be 
elements of A with w(a) > w(b) ^ oo. Since w is a specialization 
of v, we have v(a) > v(b) and hence u(a) > u(b) (since u is a 
primary specialization of v). 
ii) Let w be a specialization of v. We show that w is a primary special-
ization of a secondary specialization of v. By i), w is the secondary 
specialization of a generalized primary specialization u of v. If u is a pri-
mary specialization of v, then the assertion follows from the subsequent 
Lemma (1.2.5 ii). Now assume that u is not a primary specialization 
of v. By the subsequent Lemma (1.2.6) there exists a primary general-
ization wf of w with supp (it/) = supp (v\cTv). Then w' is a secondary 
specialization of v | c r v . B y (1.2.5 ii) there exists some v' G Spv A such 
that v' is a secondary specialization of v and a primary generalization 
of w'. Then w is a primary specialization of v'. • 
L E M M A (1.2.5). Letw be a primary specialization of v. 
i) Let vf be a secondary specialization of v. 
Then there exists a unique secondary specialization wf ofw such that w' 
is a primary specialization of v'. 
ii) Letw' be a secondary specialization ofw. 
Then there exists a secondary specialization v' of v such that w' is a 
primary specialization of v'. 
iii) Let v' be a secondary generalization of v. 
Then there exists a unique secondary generalization w' of w such that 
wf is a generalized primary specialization of v'. 
iv) Let w1 be a secondary generalization of w. 
Then there exists a secondary generalization v' of v such that w' is a 
primary specialization of v'. 
P R O O F . We prove only ii). By (1.2.2) there is a prime ideal p of A(v) 
such that (qf (A/supp (w)), A(w)) C (A(v) p /p , A(v)/p) is an extension of 
valued fields. Let B be a valuation ring of A(v)p/p with B C A(v)/p and 
B n qf\A/supp (w)) = A{w'). Let v' be the valuation of A with supp(u') = 
supp (v) and A{v') = A _ 1 ( i ? ) where A is the canonical mapping A(v) —• A(v)/p. 
Then v' is a secondary specialization of v and a primary generalization of w'. • 
L E M M A (1.2.6). Let p be a prime ideal of A with p C supp(v). Then there 
exists a primary generalization w of v with p = supp(w). 
P R O O F . Let (B,m) be a valuation ring of qf(A/p) which dominates the local 
ring (i4/P)supp(t/)/p- Let C be a valuation ring of B/m with COqf(A/supp (v)) = 
A(v). Let w be the valuation of A with supp (w) = p and A(w) = A - 1 ( C ) where 
A: B —• B/m is the canonical mapping. Then w is a primary generalization of 
v. • 
For later use we remark: 
L E M M A (1.2.7). Assume that supp(v) is a maximal ideal of A. Then a val-
uation w of A is a primary generalization of v if and only if w{a) > 0 for all 
a 6 A with v(a) > 0 and w(a) > 0 for all a £ A with v(a) > 0. 
P R O O F . Put G = {w € Spv A\w(a) > 0 for all a € A with v(a) > 0 and 
w(a) > 0 for all a € A with v(a) > 0}. Then v G G and G is closed under 
primary specializations and primary generalizations. Let w G G be given. Then 
w(a) > 0 for all elements a of the maximal ideal m of A. This implies w(a) > 
cTw for all a G m. (Indeed, if a G m and x G A, then w(ax) > 0.) Hence 
w\cTw G {g G G\m = supp (g)} = {v}. • 
1.3. Some other topologies on S(A). Let A be a ring. Beside the topology 
T from (1.1), there are other useful topologies on the set S(A), for example the 
topologies T' and T" with 
T ' : = topology generated by the sets {v G S(A)\v(a) > v(&)}, a,b € A, 
T": = topology generated by T U T'. 
W e p u t S p v ' A . = (5(A), T) and Spv "A: = {S{A),T"). 
Proposition (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) imply 
P R O P O S I T I O N (1.3.1). Spv'A and Spv"A are spectral spaces. K(A) is the set 
of constructible subsets of both Spv'A and Spv"A. 
Let us study the specializations in S p v ' A and Spv " A First we consider 
S p v ' A Obviously, for a valuation v: A —• Too, the valuations v/H (H a convex 
subgroup of T) and v\H (H a convex subgroup of T with er C H) are special-
izations of v in S p v ' A We call v/H a secondary specialization of v and v\H a 
primary specialization of v. Similarly to (1.2.4) one can prove 
P R O P O S I T I O N (1.3.2). Every specialization of a point v in Spv'A is a sec-
ondary specialization of a primary specialization of v, and also a primary spe-
cialization of a secondary specialization of v. 
Propositions (1.2.4) and (1.3.2) imply 
P R O P O S I T I O N (1.3.3). Let v and w be points of Spv"A. Then w is a special-
ization of v in Spv"A if and only if there exists a convex subgroup H ofTv with 
cTv C H and w = v\H. 
Remark (1.3.4). i) If K is a field, then S p v ' i f is the inverse spectral 
space to Spv i f in the sense of [H, Prop. 8]. 
ii) The support mapping supp : Spv 'A —• Spec A is spectral. 
iii) Let M be the set of all trivial valuations of A. Then M is closed in Spv 'A 
and supp \M: M —> spec A is a homeomorphism if we equip spec A with 
the constructible topology of the spectral space Spec A. 
Let us motivate the topologies T,T',T". Let k be an algebraically closed 
field complete with respect to a rank 1 valuation ot : k —• Too. In rigid analytic 
geometry one associates to every (affine) variety X — Spec E over k an analytic 
space whose underlying "topological space" is the set X(k) of ^-rational points 
of X equipped with a Grothendieck topology G [BGR], [FP]. The admissible 
open sets of G are sets of the form 
(*) {x G X(k)\a(fi(x)) > a(gi(x)) / oo for i = 1,. . . , n} with 
(Notice that weak inequalities > are used in order to define the admissible open 
sets.) The description (*) of admissible open sets suggests to work with the 
topology T . As is shown in [Hu], there is a strong relation between (X(k),G) 
and SpvE. 
Concerning the topology T' there is, for example, the following application: In 
[Be], Berkovich constructs to SpecE an analytic space but instead of (Jf (fc),G) 
he uses the topological subspace {v G Spv'E\v has rank 1 and v\k = a} of 
Spv'E. 
We are interested in T" since there are applications of Spv" in algebraic 
geometry and analytic geometry (cf. (4.2) and [HU2]). The spectrum Spv" has 
many properties in common with the real spectrum, for example: 
a) If i f is a field, then any constructible subset of Spv "K is open. 
b) The specializations of a point in Spv " A form a chain and are uniquely 
determined by their supports. 
c) Let k be an algebraically closed field, a a nontrivial valuation of k and 
E a finitely generated fc-algebra. By S p v " ( a , i £ ) we denote the pro-
constructible subspace {v G Spv"E \ a = v\k} of Spv"E. Then a 
constructible subset L of Spv "(a, E) is open if and only if Lfl(Spec E)(k) 
is open in the strong topology of (SpecE)(k) induced by a (cf. (3.2)). 
d) If A is universally catenary, then we have a curve selection lemma for 
Spv "A (cf. (2.3)). 
e) If the topological space Spec A is noetherian, then the closure of a con-
structible subset of Spv "A is constructible (cf. (2.2)). 
But Spv" has a big disadvantage in comparison with Spv and Spv' . Namely, 
Spv" A is disconnected if dim A > 1, whereas Spv A is connected iff Spv ' A is 
connected iff Spec A is connected. Even in the geometric situation we have: Let 
a be a henselian valuation of a field k and A a finitely generated fc-algebra. 
Then Spv "(a, A) has infinitely many connected components if dim A > 1, but 
Spv [a, A) is connected iff Spv ' (a , A) is connected iff Spec A is connected. (Re-
mark: Let Z be the set of closed points of Spv "A (resp. Spv "(a, A)) . For every 
z G Z , let G(z) be the set of generalizations of z in Spv "A (resp. Spv o" (a, A)) . 
Then (G(z)\z G Z) is the family of connected components of Spv "A (resp. 
Spv "(a, A)).) 
Remark (1.3.5). Schwartz uses in [S] a modification of T ' , namely the topol-
ogy T of 5 (A) generated by the sets {v G S(A)|00 ^ v(a) > v(b)}, {v G 
S(A)\oo 7^  v(a)} (a, b G A). We have ( M denotes the set of trivial valuations 
of A): 
i) T is weaker than T ' , and T\S(A) \ M = T'\S(A) \ M. 
ii) M is closed in (S(A),T) and supp : (M,T\M) —> Spec A is a homeo-
morphism. 
iii) (5 (A) , T) is a spectral space and K(A) is the set of constructible subsets 
oi(S(A),T). 
iv) Let v and w be valuations of A. Then w is a specialization of v in 
(5 (A) , T) if and only if w is a specialization of v in S p v ' A or w is a 
trivial valuation with supp(v) C supp(w). 
P R O O F , ii) is trivial, and iii) follows from (1.1.1) and (1.1.2). 
The mapping S p v ' A —• (S(A):T),v v is spectral. B y [S, Prop. 26], 
Spv 'A and (5 (A) , T) have the same specializations on 5 (A) \ M . Hence 
T'\S(A)\M = T\S(A)\M. 
If w is a specialization of v in Spv 'A, then w is a specialization of v in 
(5 (A) , T) by i), and if w is trivial with supp(v) C supp (it;), then w is 
specialization of v in (5 (A) , T) by definition of T. Conversely, assume 
that w is a specialization of v in (5 (A) , T) . If v is trivial, then w is 
trivial and supp(w) C supp(w) by ii). Assume that v is not trivial. If 
w is not trivial, then w is a specialization of v in S p v ' A by i), and if w 
is trivial, then supp(v) C supp(w) since supp : (5 (A) , T) —• Spec A is 
continuous. • 
2. Some general results on the valuation spectrum 
2.1. Morphisms. B y (1.1.1) we know the constructible subsets of the valu-
ation spectrum. Then the following proposition is an immediate consequence of 
the fact that the theory of algebraically closed fields with non-trivial valuation-
divisibility relation has elimination of quantifiers [P, 4.17]. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.1.1). Let / : A —» 2? be a ring homomorphism of finite pre-
sentation and let L be a constructible subset of SpvB. Then Spv(f)(L) is a 
constructible subset of Spv A. 
Let / : A —> B be a ring homomorphism. We want to study the relation 
between the specializations (resp. generalizations) of a point v in Spv B and 
the specializations (resp. generalizations) of Spv(f)(v) in Spv A . By (1.2.4) it 
suffices to consider secondary specializations (resp. secondary generalizations) 
and primary specializations (resp. primary generalizations). Concerning the sec-
ondary specializations (resp. secondary generalizations), we have the following 
trivial remark. 
Remark (2.1.2). Let v be a point of Spv2? and w: = Spv(/)(v) . Let S(v) 
(resp. G(v)) be the set of all secondary specializations (resp. secondary general-
izations) oft; in S p v B , analogously S(w) (resp. G(w)). Then S p v ( / ) : Spv B —• 
Spv A induces surjective mappings S(v) —• S(w) and G(v) —> G(w). 
Let v be a point of Spv B. We call Spv (/) primarily generalizing at v if 
for every primary generalization y of Spv(/)(v) in Spv A there is a primary 
generalization x of v in S p v B with y = Spv (/)(#). We call Spv( / ) universally 
primarily generalizing at v if, for every base extension g: C —> C 0 A B of f 
and every point w of Spv C (8)A B lying over v, the mapping Spv (g) is primarily 
generalizing at w. Analogously we define (universally) primarily specializing. 
With this definition we have 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.1.3). Let v be a valuation of B. Then the following condi-
tions are equivalent. 
i) Spv(f) is universally primarily generalizing at v. 
ii) Spec(f) is universally generalizing at supp(v). 
P R O O F , ii) follows from i) by (1.2.6). Let us assume ii). Let t be a primary 
generalization of s: = Spv (f)(v) in Spv A. We have to show that there exists 
a primary generalization w of v in Spv JE? with t = Spv(/)(w). By (1.2.2) there 
exist valuation rings A', C and a ring homomorphism h: A —* A! such that 
C C A', qf(C) = qf(A') and Spv(h)(*') = t and Spv(/i)(s') = s where t' and 
s' are the points of Spv A' given by the valuation rings C and C/xtiA1- Let 
f \ A! A! <8>A B —: B' be the ring homomorphism induced by / . Let v' be a 
valuation of B' with v'\B = v and v'\A' = s'. It suffices to show that there is a 
primary generalization w' of v' in S p v B ' with w'\A' = t'. Let p be a prime ideal 
of B' with / ' - 1 (p ) = {0} and p C supp(t/). By (1.2.6) there exists a primary 
generalization w' of v' with p = supp (w'). Then w'\A' — t' since s' has only one 
primary generalization in Spv A' with support {0}. • 
C O R O L L A R Y (2.1.4). If f is flat and finitely presented then the mappings 
Spv(f): SpvB - Spv A, Spv'(f): Spv'B -» Spv'A and Spv"(f): SpvnB -
Spv"A are open. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.1.5). Let v be a valuation of B. If Spec (f) is universally 
specializing at supp(v), then Spv(f) is universally primarily specializing at v. 
P R O O F . Let t be a primary specialization of s: = Spv(f)(v) in Spv A. We 
have to show that there exists a primary specialization w of v in Spv B with t = 
Spv(/)(w). By (1.2.2) there exists a valuation ring D of K: = qf(A/svpp (s)) 
such that D contains A(s) and the image of the mapping A —> K and t is 
induced by the mapping of A into the valued field (D /n ip , A(s)/m£>). Let E 
be a valuation ring of F: = g/(J9/supp(v)) with B(v) C E and E D X = 
D . Since Spec(/) is universally specializing at supp(v), E contains the image 
of the mapping B —• F. Hence we have a mapping of B to the valued field 
( £ / m # , B(v)/mE), which induces a valuation w of B. Then w is a primary 
generalization of v with t — Spv (f)(w). • 
C O R O L L A R Y (2.1.6). i) / / / is integral, then Spv(f) is universally pri-
marily specializing at every point. 
ii) If f is integral and infective, A integral and normal, and B integral, then 
Spv(f) is universally primarily generalizing at every point. 
P R O O F , i) follows from (2.1.5). The assumptions of ii) imply that Spec(/) 
is universally generalizing at every point [EGA, IV, 14.4.2]. Hence ii) follows 
from (2.1.3). • 
C O R O L L A R Y (2.1.7). We consider the mappings Spv(f): SpvB —> Spv A, 
Spv'(f): Spv'B -» Spv'A and Spv"(f): Spv"B - Spv"A. 
i) If f is integral, then there are no specializations in the fibres of Spv (f), 
Spv'(f),Spv"(f)-
ii) / / / is integral, then the mappings Spv(f), Spv'(f), Spv"(f) are closed. 
iii) If f is integral, injective and finitely presented, A integral and normal, 
and B integral, then the mappings Spv(f), Spv'(f), Spv"(f) are open. 
P R O O F , i) is obvious, since there are no specializations in the fibres of / ; ii) 
and iii) follow from (2.1.6). • 
2.2. Closure of constructible subsets. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.2.1). Let A be a ring such that the topological space Spec A 
is noetherian and let L be a constructible subset of Spv"A. Then the closure L 
of L in Spv"A is constructible. 
The analogous statements for Spv A and S p v ' A are not true. Examples: 
i) The closure of {v G SpvC[T]|v(2) > 0, v(T) > 0} in SpvC[T] is not 
constructible (by the results of (3.2)). 
ii) The closure of {v G Spv'Z\v(2) > 0} in Spv 'Z is not constructible. 
In order to prove (2.2.1) we need the following lemma. 
L E M M A (2.2.2). Let A be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field 
K. Let L be the set of all points of Spv"A which have a specialization with 
support m (i.e. supp(v\cTv) = m). Let IT be the mapping L —• Spv'FKY v v\cTv 
(here we identify the subspace {v G Spv"A\supp (v) = m} of Spv"A with Spv"n). 
Then 
i) L = {v G Spv"A\v(a) > 0 for all a G m}. 
ii) 7T is spectral. 
iii) If K is a constructible subset of L, then TT(K) is a constructible subset 
of SpvNK. 
P R O O F . i) If supp (v\cTv) = m, then v(a) > cTv for all a G m, especially 
v(a) > 0. Conversely, let v be a valuation of A with v(a) > 0 for all 
a G m. Then, for all x G A \ supp (v) and a G m, v(xa) > 0. Hence 
v(a) > cTv for all a G m, which means supp (i;|cr v) = m. 
ii) Let / be an element of K and a an element of A with / = a mod m. 
Then 7r _ 1({t; G Spv"«|t;(/) > 0}) = {v G L\v(a) > 0}. Hence TT is 
spectral. 
iii) Let K be a constructible subset of L. By ii), TT(K) is pro-constructible 
in Spv"*;. Let v be an element of K. We have to show that there is 
a constructible subset W of S p v " « with n(v) G W C ir(K). Choose 
ai,bi,Ci,di G A (i — l , . . . , n ) such that v G {x G L\x(ai) > x(bi), 
x(ci) > x(di) for i — l , . . . , n } C K. Then di 0 supp(v) for i = 
1,. . . , n. We may assume bi & supp (v) for i = 1,. . . , rn and 6< G 
supp (v) for i = m + 1,. . . , n. Then ai G supp (v) for i = m + 1,. . . , n. 
By (1.2.2) there exists a valuation ring B of qf(A/supp (v)) which dom-
inates A/supp (v) and contains A(v) . Let k be the residue field of 
B and / : A -+ qf(A/supp(v)), g: B —• fc, h: K ^ k the canoni-
cal mappings. We have A«: = 4 ^ 4 G A(v) C B for t = l , . . . , m 
and ßii = e A(v) C B for i = l , . . . , n . Put S: = {x G 
Spv k\x(g(Xi)) > 0 for i = 1,. . . , m and x(g(ßi)) > 0 for i = 1,. . . , n}. 
By the subsequent lemma, Spv "(ft)(5) is constructible in S p v " « . We 
h a v e 7 r ( t ; ) € S p v / , ( Ä ) ( S ) C 7 r ( Ä ' ) . • 
L E M M A (2.2.3). Let E F be an extension of fields and L a constructible 
subset of SpvF. Then the image of L under the mapping SpvF —• SpvE is 
constructible in SpvE. 
P R O O F . We choose a field G and a constructible subset M of Spv G such that 
E G F , G is finitely generated over E and L is the preimage of M under 
the mapping / : S p v F —• SpvG. Since / is surjective, we have to show that 
g(M) is constructible in S p v F where g is the mapping S p v G —• S p v F . Let 
A be a finitely generated F-subalgebra of G with G = qf(A) and h: Spy A —> 
Spv F be the canonical mapping. Let AT be a constructible subset of Spv A such 
that N is closed under primary generalizations in Spv A and M = N fl Spv G . 
Then g(M) = h(N). (Indeed, let v G N be given. By (1.2.6), there exists a 
primary generalization w of v in Spv A with {0} = supp (it;). Then w e M and 
0(w) = h(v).) Now (2.1.1) shows that g(M) is constructible in S p v F . • 
Now we prove (2.2.1). We use ideas from [Ru]. L is pro-constructible in 
Spv " A . Let v be an element of L. We have to show that there exists a con-
structible subset M of Spv " A with v G M C L. Put F = qf (A/supp (v)). 
Applying (2.2.2 iii) to the local ring A s u p p ( v ) , we obtain a constructible sub-
set N of S p v " F with v G N C L. Let M be an open constructible subset of 
Spv"A/supp (v) with M n S p v " F = N. B y (1.2.6), M is contained in the closure 
of N. Hence v G M C L. Since Spec A is noetherian, M is a constructible subset 
of Spv " A . 
2.3. Curve selection lemma. We have the following abstract version of 
the curve selection lemma. Concrete versions will be deduced from it in (3.2.6) 
and [HU2]. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.3.1). Let A be a noetherian ring and v a point of Spv"A. 
We assume that A is universally catenary or that A is local and henselian with 
maximal ideal supp(v). Put T = {w' G Spv"A\w specializes to v} and To = {w G 
T\ht(supp(v)/supp(w)) < 1}. Then T is the closure of TQ in the constructible 
topology of Spv"A. 
P R O O F . We may assume that A is local with maximal ideal m = supp(v). 
Let L be a non-empty constructible subset of T. We have to show L fl To ^ 0. 
We may assume L = {x G T\x(ai) > x(bi) and x(ci) > x(di) for i = 1,. . . , n} 
with o,i,bi,Ci,di G A . Let w be an element of L. Assume ht(m/supp (w)) > 2. 
Then we will show that there exists a u G Spv " A with 
a) supp (w) !g supp (u) 
b) u G L. 
Then we are done, since dim A is finite. • 
Without loss of generality we can assume that A is an integral domain and 
supp (w) = {0}. Furthermore we may assume bi / 0 for i = 1,. . . , m and bi = 0 
for i = m + 1,. . . , n (which implies a* = 0 for i = m + 1,. . . , n). We have ^ 0 
for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Let B be the subring A[f^1 i = l , . . . , m ; ^ - , i = l , . . . , n ] of qf(A), and 
let / : Specl? —> Spec A be the morphism of schemes induced by the inclusion 
A C B. Then we have 
(1) There exists a valuation v of B with the following properties 
i) v{%) > 0 for i = l , . . . , m 
ii) v ( ^ ) > 0 for i = l , . . . , n 
iii) v = v\A 
iv) supp (v) is a closed point of the fibre / - 1 ( m ) . 
P R O O F . The valuation ring A(w) oiqf(A) = qf{B) defines a valuation w of B 
with w = w\A and w(x) > 0 for every x € {f^\i = 1,. . . , ra} U {^\i = 1,... ,n}. 
Hence the characteristic subgroup c r ^ is the convex hull of c r ^ in <. 
Since v is a specialization of w in Spv " A , there exists a smallest convex 
subgroup H of Tw with c r ^ C H and v = w\H. Let Ä be the convex hull of 
H in PÜ). Then C ÜT. Hence we have a specialization si — w\H ofw in 
S p v " B with v = s\A. • 
Now we distinguish two cases. 
First case: v is trivial. Let v be a trivial valuation of B such that supp (s) C 
supp(t;) and supp(v) is closed in / - 1 ( m ) . Then, clearly i), ii i) , iv) are satisfied. 
Since s ( ^ - ) > 0 f o r i = l , . . . , r a and s is trivial, we have G supp (s) C supp (v) 
for i = 1, . . . , n. Hence ii) is fulfilled. 
Second case: v is non-trivial. Then the existence of a valuation v of B satis-
fying i)-iv) follows from the fact that s fulfills i), ii), iii) and the result that the 
theory of algebraically closed fields with non-trivial valuation-divisibility relation 
has elimination of quantifiers ([P, 4.17], cf. (3.2.3)). 
m n 
Put h = ([[ bi) • (Y[ di) G A. Then we have 
i=l i=l 
(2) There exists a t G S p v " £ with 
i) t is a generalization of v, 
ii) h £ supp(t), 
iii) { 0 } ^ s u p p ( t ) . 
P R O O F . First we observe that ft£(supp (v)) > 2. Indeed, if A is universally 
catenary, then the dimension formula ht(m) + t rdeg(B|A) = ft£(supp (v)) + 
t r d e g ( £ / s u p p ( v ) | A / m ) [ E G A , IV.5.6.1] gives fa(supp(v)) = ht(m) > 2, since 
qf(A) = qf(B) and B/supp (v) is algebraic over A/m (the latter by (1 iv)). Now 
assume that A is henselian. If supp (v) has a proper generalization q in / - 1 ( m ) , 
then {0} £ q £ supp(v) and hence ht(swpp(v)) > 2. If supp (v) has no proper 
generalization in / _ 1 ( m ) , then supp(v) is isolated in / _ 1 ( m ) (by (1 iv)) and 
hence Bsupp^ is finite over A, which implies ht(supp(v)) = ht(m) > 2. 
Now, as ht(s\ipp (v)) > 2, the equivalence of a) and f) in [EGA, IV.10.5.1] 
shows that the localization (-BSUpp(v))fr l s not-a field. This means that there 
exists a prime ideal p of B with {0} ^ p, h & p and p C supp(ü). By (1.2.6), 
there exists a generalization of v in Spv"£? with support p. This shows (2). • 
We claim that the conditions a) and b) are satisfied with u: = t\A. Since 
Ah = Bhj (2 ii) and (2 iii) imply supp (w) = {0} ^ supp (u). Since d* is a divisor 
of h, we have d* 0 supp(t) by (2 ii). Then (1 ii) and (2 i) give u(ci) > u(di) 
for i = l , . . . , n . (1 i) and (2 i) imply u(a{) > u(bi) for i — 1,. . . , m. Note 
that u(a,i) > u(bi) for i = m + 1,. . . , n, since a\ = bi = 0 for i = m + 1,. . . , n. 
According to (1 iii) and (2 i), u is a generalization of v in Spv " A . Hence u e L. 
2.4. Connected components. In this paragraph we study the connected 
components of pro-constructible subsets of valuation spectra Spv A. 
We begin with a general remark on connected components of spectral spaces. 
L E M M A (2.4.1). Let (Xi\i e I) be a cofiltered system of spectral spaces such 
that all transition maps Xi —• Xj are spectral Let X be the projective limit of 
(Xi\i G / ) in the category of topological spaces. Then 
i) X is spectral. Each clopen (= closed and open) subset of X is the 
preimage of a clopen subset of some Xi. In particular, if each Xi is 
connected, then X is connected. 
ii) Let Z be a connected component of X. For each i G J , let Zi be the con-
nected component of Xi containing the image of Z. Then Z = l im Zi C 
i€l 
X. 
iii) For each i e I, let Zi be a connected component of Xi such that (f(Zi) C 
Zj for each transition map (p: Xi —> Xj. Then l im Zi C X is a con-
i€l 
nected component of X. 
iv) Let Y be a spectral space and Z a connected component of Y. Then Z 
is the intersection of the clopen subsets ofY containing Z. 
P R O O F . i) follows from (1.1.2) and [Bi , 1.9.6]. 
ii) We have Z C l im Zi C X. By i), l im Zi is connected. Hence Z = 
l im Zi. 
iii) By i), T: = l im Zi is connected. Let Z be the connected component of 
X containing T. Then the image of Z in Xi is contained in Zi. Hence 
T = Z. 
iv) Let A be a ring with Y = Spec A. We have Spec A = l im Spec Aj, where 
3 
each Aj is a finitely generated Z-algebra. Now the assertion follows 
from ii). • 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.4.2). Let K be afield and D,E subsets of K. We consider 
the pro-constructible subset L = {v G SpvK\v(d) > 0 for all d G D and v(e) > 0 
for all e G E} of SpvK. Let A be the integral closure in K of the subring 
generated by D U E. Then there is a canonical bisection from the set of clopen 
subsets of Spec A/E • A to the set of clopen subsets of L. In particular, the 
connected components of Spec A/E • A correspond to the connected components 
ofL. 
In order to prove (2.4.2), we first recall Zariski's representation of the valuation 
spectrum of a field as a projective limit of schemes [ZS, V I . 17]: 
L E M M A (2.4.3). Let A be a ring, K a field and s: A —• K a ring homomor-
phism. Let I be the following category. The objects are the triples ( X , / , g) with 
X an integral scheme, f: X —> Spec A a projective morphism andg: SpecK —• X 
a dominant morphism such that Spec(s) = / o g. The morphisms (X,f,g) —> 
(X',f',g') are the morphisms of schemes h: X —• X' with g' = hog (and 
hence f = / ' o f t ) . Let c be the functor from I to the category of topological 
spaces which assigns to (X,f,g) G / the topological space \X\ underlying X. 
Put Y = {v G SpvK\s(A) C K(v)}. For every i = (X,f,g) G / , we have 
a continuous mapping ipi: Y —• \X\. Namely, if v is an element of Y and if 
t: SpecK(v) —• Spec A and g: SpecK(v) —> X are the extensions of Spec (s) and 
g with t = f o g, then <Pi(v) is defined to be the image of the closed point of 
SpecK(v) under g. 
With these arrangements we have: ( Y , (<fi\i G / ) ) is the projective limit of c. 
Now we come to the proof of (2.4.2). Let V denote the subspace {p G 
Spec A l i ? C p} of Spec A . We have v(a) > 0 for every v G L , a G A. Let 
<p be the mapping L -» V, v i-> supp (w\cTw) with w: = v\A G Spv A. The 
following two properties, i) and ii) of </?, show that U »-> <^_1(C7) gives a bijection 
from the set of clopen subsets of V to the set of clopen subsets of L. 
i) if is spectral, specializing and surjective. 
ii) Each fibre of cp is connected. 
To i): For every f e A, <^-1(JD(/)) = {v G L\v(f) < 0}. Hence <p is 
spectral. Let v be an element of L and q a specialization of <p(v). Then the 
trivial valuation of A with support q is a generalized primary specialization of 
v\A. Hence by (1.2.4) and (2.1.2), there exist a specialization w of v in L with 
<p(v) = q. The surjectivity of ip follows from (1.2.6). 
To ii): We have to show that, for every local subring B of K which is integrally 
closed in K, the subset {v G Spv K\K(v) dominates B} C Spv I f is connected. 
By (2.4.1 i) we may assume that B is noetherian. Then the assertion follows 
from (2.4.1 i), (2.4.3) and [EGA, III.4.3.5]. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.4.4). Let A be a ring, A0 a subring of A and I an ideal of AQ 
such that Ao is henselian along I [EGA, IV.18.5.5]. We consider the subspace 
L = {v G Spv A\v(a) > 0 for all a G A0 and v(a) > 0 for all a G /} C Spv A. Let 
A: L —» Spec A be the support mapping. Then U t—• A - 1 ( f 7 ) gives a bisection from 
the set of clopen subsets of Spec A to the set of clopen subsets of L. In particular, 
the connected components of Spec A correspond to the connected components of 
L. 
P R O O F . The assertion follows from the following two properties of A. 
i) A is spectral, generalizing and surjective. 
ii) Each fibre of A is connected. 
To i): Since L is closed under primary generalizations, A is generalizing 
by (1.2.6). In order to show the surjectivity of A, let p G Spec A be given. 
Since A 0 is henselian along J , and thus J lies in the Jacobson radical of Ao, 
p H A0 specializes to a prime ideal q G Spec A 0 with J C q. B y (1.2.6) there 
exists a w G Spec Ao such that p D A 0 = supp (w) and the trivial valuation of A 0 
with support q is a primary specialization of w. Let v be a valuation of A with 
p = supp (v) and w = v\A0. Then v G L. 
To ii): Let p be a prime ideal of A. Let B be the integral closure of Ao in 
qf(A/p). Then SpecB/I • B is connected, since A0 is henselian along J and 
SpecB is connected. We conclude from (2.4.2) that A _ 1 (p) is connected. • 
Remark (2.4.5). Let A be a ring, Ao a subring of A and I an ideal of Ao- But 
now we do not assume that Ao is henselian along I. So we cannot apply (2.4.4) 
directly. But it is obvious what we have to do. Let ( Ä 0 , / ) be a henselization of 
(Ao , / ) [R, XI.2]. We consider the tensor product 
Ä: = Ä 0 <8>A0 A J- A 
u u 
Äo <— A 0 . 
to 
Then Ä 0 is henselian along 7, and i is injective. Put L = {v G SpvA\v(a) > 0 
for all a e Ao and v(a) > 0 for all a G /} and L = {v G SpvÄ|v(a) > 0 for all 
a G Äo and v(a) > 0 for all a el}. Then we have: The mapping Spv (/) induces 
a homeomorphism g: L —• L. (Application: If A 0 is noetherian and A of finite 
type over Ao, then L has finitely many connected components.) 
P R O O F . We show that g is bijective and generalizing. Since 1 = 1- A 0 , L 
is closed under generalizations in Spv ( / ) - 1 ( L ) . Then (2.1.3) and (2.1.2) imply 
that g g(vi) = ^(v 2 ) . Let Ki be an algebraic closure of g / ( Ä / s u p p (vi)) and A$ a 
valuation ring of Ki extending Ä(vi) (i = 1,2). Let hi: Ä —• Ki be the canonical 
ring homomorphism (i = 1,2). Since g(v\) = gfa), there exists an isomorphism 
h: Ki —• K2 with h(A\) = A 2 and h o h\ o / = ft2 ° / • We consider the ring 
homomorphisms gi: = hi o i: Äo —• A» (z = 1,2). Then (ft o ^x) o fQ = g2 o / 0 . 
Since A 2 is henselian and fo: ( A 0 , i ) ( Ä 0 , J ) a henselization of ( A 0 , i ) , we 
conclude ft o ^ = #2. Now ftoft1o/ = ft2o / and ftoft1oi = ft2oz imply 
h o hi = fi2, and therefore v\ = v2. A similar argument (representing a v G L by 
a henselian valuation ring . . . ) shows that g is surjective. • 
If X is an irreducible normal complex analytic space, L a connected open 
subset of X, and M a closed complex analytic subspace of X with d i m M < 
d i m X , then L \ M is connected. In the next proposition we prove an analogous 
result for the valuation spectrum. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.4.6). Let A be a normal integral domain, L a connected pro-
constructible subset of SpvA which is closed under primary generalizations, and 
M a subset of SpvA such that there is a a G A\ {0} with a G supp(v) for all 
v G M. Then L \ M is connected, too. 
P R O O F . Put T = {v e L\a G supp(v)}. By (1.2.6), L \ T is dense in L. In 
particular, L\T is dense in L\M. Hence it suffices to show that L\T is connected. 
Assume to the contrary that L \ T is not connected. Let L \ T — U\ U U2 be 
a partition of L \ T into non-empty closed subsets. Since L is connected and 
L\T dense in L , there exists a t G T having generalizations in U\ and U2. 
Then by (1.2.4), t has primary generalizations in Ui and C/2. Let / : A —• B be 
the strict henselization of A at supp(t) [R, VIII.2]. We consider the mapping 
g = S p v ( / ) : Spvi? —» SpvA. Let s be a valuation of B with t = g(s). Put 
C = {be B\s(b) > 0} and I = {b G B\s{b) > 0}. Then C is a subring of B and J 
is an ideal of C. More precisely, C is a local ring with maximal ideal / . Since B 
and B(s) are henselian and B(s) is integrally closed in the residue field of B, C is 
henselian. Put G = {v G SpvB\v(c) > 0 for all c G C and v(i) > 0 for all i G /}. 
5 is integral, since A is normal. Hence {p G Speci?|/(a) ^ p} is connected. 
Now we know by (2.4.4) that H: = {v G G | / (a) i supp(v)} is connected. 
According to (1.2.7) and (2.1.3), g(G) is the set of primary specializations of t in 
S p v A Hence H C ^ ( t / i ) U ^ " 1 ^ ) , 9~x(Ui)ng-1 (U2) = 0, g^iU^^H ± 0, 
<?-1(^2) PI i f 7^  0, in contradiction to the connectedness of H. • 
In the rest of this paragraph and in §3.4 we will investigate the following ques-
tion: Let / : A —• B be a ring homomorphism of finite presentation and let L 
be a pro-constructible subset of Spv A such that every constructible subset of L 
has finitely many connected components. Under what conditions has every con-
structible subset of S p v ( / ) _ 1 ( L ) C Spv I? finitely many connected components, 
too? For example, we wil l show that every constructible subset of S p v ( / ) - 1 ( L ) 
has finitely many connected components if A is a Nagata ring [M, Ch . 12] and L 
is closed under primary generalizations or if every valuation v G L is non-trivial. 
But in general, not every constructible subset of Spv ( / ) _ 1 ( L ) has finitely many 
connected components, as the following example shows: Let A be a noetherian 
ring, B = A[T] the polynomial ring in one variable over A , / : A —• B the canon-
ical ring homomorphism and L the set of all trivial valuations of A. Then L is 
pro-constructible in Spv A and every constructible subset of L has finitely many 
connected components (1.1.3). But in M: = {v G S p v ( / ) - 1 ( L ) | ? ; ( r ) > 0 and 
v(T) 7^  0 0 } there are no proper specializations, and hence M is totally discon-
nected. ( M is homeomorphic to L equipped with the constructible topology.) 
L E M M A (2.4.7). Let A be a ring such that the topological space SpecA is 
noetherian. Let L be a pro-constructible subset of Spv A which is closed under 
primary generalizations. We consider the following two conditions: 
i) For every residue field i f of A, every constructible subset of Lf) SpvK 
has finitely many connected components. 
ii) Every constructible subset of L has finitely many connected components. 
Then i) implies i i ) . //, for every prime idealp of A, the set {x G SpecA/p\(A/p)x 
is normal} contains a nonempty open subset of Spec A/p, then ii) implies i ) . 
P R O O F . Assume i). Let M be a constructible subset of L. In order to prove 
that M has finitely many connected components we show that, for every x G M , 
there is a connected constructible subset of M containing x. Let x G M be 
given. Put i f = qf (A/supp (x)). By assumption there exists a connected con-
structible subset T of M f l S p v i f containing x. Let Z be a constructible subset of 
Spv (A/supp (x)) such that ZHLCiSpv i f = T and Z is closed under primary gen-
eralizations in Spv (A/supp (#)). Let A: Spv (A/supp (#)) -» Spec(A/supp(x)) 
be the support mapping. Since Z 0 Lf) Spv i f C M , there exists a non-empty 
open subset U of Spec (A/supp (x)) with S: = Z fl L fl A " 1 ^ ) C M. Since S is 
closed under primary generalizations in Spv (A/supp (x)) and T = S fl Spv i f is 
connected, we conclude by (1.2.6) that S is connected. Since SpecA is noethe-
rian, S is constructible in L. We have x G S by construction of S. 
Now assume ii). Let p be a prime ideal of A such that the set {x G Spec A / p | 
(A/p)x is normal} contains a non-empty open affine subset U of Spec A/p. Put 
i f = qf(A/supp(x)). Let M be a constructible subset of L fl Spv i f . Let 
A: Spv A / p —• Spec A / p be the support mapping. Choose a constructible subset 
Z of A _ 1 ( C / ) such that Z fl L D Spv i f = M and Z is closed under primary 
generalizations in A _ 1 ( C / ) . Since SpecA is noetherian, Z fl L is constructible in 
L . So by assumption, Z f l L has finitely many connected components L i , . . . , Ln. 
Each Li is pro-constructible in A - 1 ( [ / ) and closed under primary generalizations 
in A~ 1(C7). Hence by (2.4.6), Li D A " X ( F ) is connected for every open subset V 
of U. Put 
M i = f| LiHX^iV). 
VCU open, 
n 
Then is connected (by (2.4.1 i)) and M = [ J M». Hence M has finitely 
i=l 
many connected components. • 
In §3.4 we will prove 
L E M M A (2.4.8). Let E <—• F be a finitely generated extension of fields. We 
consider the mapping g: SpvF —• SpvE. Let L be a pro-constructible subset of 
SpvE. 
i) If L has finitely many connected components, then g~x(L) has finitely 
many connected components, too. More precisely: Assume that L is 
connected. Then if F is purely transcendental over E, then g~x(L) is 
connected, and if F is finite over E, then the number of connected com-
ponents of g~x{L) is at most [F: E]s (the separable degree of F over 
E). 
ii) If every constructible subset of L has finitely many connected compo-
nents, then every constructible subset of g~x(L) has finitely many con-
nected components. 
Lemmata (2.4.7) and (2.4.8) imply 
C O R O L L A R Y (2.4.9). Let A be a Nagata ring and f:A—>B a ring homo-
morphism of finite type. Let L be a pro- constructible subset of SpvA such 
that L is closed under primary generalizations and every constructible subset of 
L has finitely many connected components. Then every constructible subset of 
Spv(f)~1(L) C SpvB has finitely many connected components. 
E X A M P L E . Let A = S~*B be the localization of a finitely generated Z-algebra 
B by a multiplicative system S C B. Then every constructible subset of S p v A 
has finitely many connected components. 
In §3.4 we will also prove 
P R O P O S I T I O N (2.4.10). Let f: A —• B be a ring homomorphism of finite 
presentation and let L be a pro-constructible subset of SpvA such that every 
constructible subset of L has finitely many connected components and every val-
uation v G L is non-trivial Then every constructible subset of Spv(f)~l(L) has 
finitely many connected components, too. 
Remark (2.4.11). If K is a field, then S p v ' i f is the dual spectral space to 
S p v K . Hence (2.4.2) and (2.4.8) remain true if we write Spv' instead of Spv. 
Then the proofs of (2.4.4), (2.4.5), (2.4.6) and (2.4.7) show that these results are 
also true for Spv' . One can show that (2.4.10) is true for Spv' , even without the 
assumption that every v G L is non-trivial. 
3. Valuation spectrum of rings over fields 
3.1. Affine schemes over fields. Let k be a field, a a valuation of k and 
A a fc-algebra. We put S(a,A) = {v G S(A)\ v\k = a}. Then S(a,A) = {v G 
S(A)Iv(a) > 0 for all a G k with a(a) > 0 and v(a) > 0 for all a G k with 
a(a) > 0}. We equip S(a,A) with the subspace topologies of SpvA, Spv 'A , 
Spv " A , and denote the resulting topological spaces by Spv (a, A ) , Spv ' (a , A), 
Spv "(a, A), 
Spv (a, A) = (S(a,A),T\S{a, A)) 
Spv'(a,A) = (S(a,A),T'\S(a,A)) 
Spv"(a,A) = (S(a,A),T"\S(a,A)). 
Then Spv (a, A ) , Spv ' (a , A ) , Spv "(a , A) are convex pro-constructible subspaces 
of Spv A, Spv 'A , Spv "A, are closed under primary specializations and primary 
generalizations, and their constructible topologies coincide. 
L E M M A (3.1.1). Let (K,ß) be a valued field extending (k,a). We consider 
the canonical mappings Spv(ß,A <8>k K) —• Spv (a, A), Spv'(ß,A <S>k K) —• 
Spv'[a,A), Spv"(ß,A®k K) -+ Spv"(a, A). 
i) They are surjective and spectral. 
ii) If K is algebraic over k, then they are open and closed and map con-
structible subsets to constructible subsets. 
iii) If (K,ß) is a henselization of (h,a), then they are homeomorphisms. 
P R O O F . i) is obvious. 
ii) Let L be a constructible subset of Spv(/3, A <8>k K). We choose a finite 
extension F of k with fc F K and a constructible subset M 
of Spv (/?|F, A ®fc F) with L = p-x{M) where p: Spv(/?, A ®k K) -> 
Spv (ß\F, A ®k F) is the canonical mapping. Since p is surjective, we 
have r(L) — q(M) w i t h r : Spv (/?, A®kK) Spv (a, A) and q: Spv A® f e 
F —• Spv A. Spv(/?|F, A <8>k F) is open, closed and constructible in 
<7 -1(Spv(a:, A)) . Hence by (2.1.1), r(L) is constructible in Spv (a, A). 
If L is open (resp. closed), then we choose M open (resp. closed) in 
Spv(/3|F, A ®k F). By (2.1.4) (resp. (2.1.7 ii)), we obtain that r (L) is 
open (resp. closed) in Spv (a, A). 
iii) follows from (2.4.5) and (2.4.11). • 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.1.2). Let (K,ß) be a henselization of(k,a). Then 
i) There is a canonical bisection between the set of clopen subsets of 
Spv (a, A) and the set of clopen subsets of Spec A ®k K. Especially, the 
connected components of Spv (a, A) correspond to the connected compo-
nents of SpecA <S>k K. 
ii) There is a canonical bisection between the set of clopen subsets of 
Spv'(a, A) and the set of clopen subsets ofSpecA®kK- Especially, the 
connected components of Spv'(a, A) correspond to the connected compo-
nents of SpecA <S>k K• 
P R O O F . B y (3.1.1 iii), Spv (/?, A ®k K) ^ Spv (a, A) and Spv'(ß,A®kK) ^ 
Spv (a, A). Hence we may assume (K,ß) = (fc,a), i.e. a is henselian. Then the 
assertion follows from (2.4.4) and (2.4.11). • 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.1.3). If A is finitely generated overk, then every construct-
ible subset of Spv (a, A) or Spv'(a, A) has finitely many connected components. 
P R O O F . (2.4.9) and (2.4.11). • 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.1.4). If the topological space Spec A is noetherian, then the 
closure of a constructible subset of Spv"(a, A) is constructible. 
P R O O F . Let L be a constructible subset of Spv "(a, A). We choose a con-
structible subset M of S p v " A with L = M R Spv "(a , A ) . Let L (resp. M) be the 
closure of L (resp. M) in Spv"(a , A) (resp. S p v " A ) . Then L = M n S p v ' ' ( a , A ) , 
since Spv "(a , A) is closed under generalizations in Spv " A . Now (2.2.1) implies 
that L is constructible in Spv "(a, A ) . • 
The (combinatorial) dimension dim X of a spectral space X is the supremum 
of lengths of chains of specializations in X. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.1.5). i) dim Spv" A = dim Spv" (a, A) = dim Spec A . 
ii) Assume that a is non-trivial. Then dim Spv (a, A) = dim Spv'(a, A) = 
sup {trdeg(K\k) \K residue field of A}. In particular, if A is finitely 
generated over k, then dimSpv(a,A) = dim Spv'(a, A) = dim Spec A. 
P R O O F . i) follows from (1.2.6). 
ii) Put s = swp{trdeg(K\k)\K residue field of A } . Obviously, dim 
Spv (a, A) > s and dim Spv ' (a , A) > s. We show dim Spv (a, A) < s 
and d imSpv ' (a , A) < s. Let g be the length of a chain of specializa-
tions in Spv (a, A ) . Then by (1.2.4) and (1.2.5 ii), there exist a chain 
of specializations VQ y v\ y • • • y vm = wo y w\ y • • • >- wn in 
Spv (a, A) such that VQ y Vi y • • • y vm are secondary specializations, 
WQ y wi y " • y wn are primary specializations and g = m + n. Let 
be the value group of v m , Y the value group of a and K the residue 
field of A at supp ( v m ) . There exist convex subgroups G o , . . . , G m and 
HQ,...,Hn of £ with Go 2 G i 2 . . . j G m = {0}, G{ n T = {0} for 
i = 0,... , m and £ = #o | # i £ • • • £ H n D r . Then # = m + n < 
dimQ(5] /r) 0 z Q < trdeg(if|fc) < 5. Hence dim Spv (a, A) < s. Simi-
larly, one can show dim Spv ' (a , A) < s. • 
Remark (3.1.6). Assume that k is algebraically closed, a non-trivial and A 
finitely generated over k. Let / : A —• 5 be an et ale ring homomorphism. We 
consider the mappings g: Spv (a, B) —• Spv (a, A ) , g': Spv ' (a , 5 ) —• Spv ' (a , A) 
and : Spv "(a, 5 ) —• Spv "(a, A) induced by / . Let # be a point of 5(a , B). If 
supp(x) is a maximal ideal of 2?, then g^g'^g" are local homeomorphisms at x. 
But if supp (x) is not a maximal ideal of B, then in general 0" are not local 
homeomorphisms at x. Example: Let n be a natural number with n > 2 and 
char (fc)jn. We consider the mapping g: Spv (a, k[T]) —• Spv (a, fc[T]) induced 
by the k-algebra homomorphism / : k[T] —• k[T], T ^ Tn. Let t; be the Gauss 
valuation of k[T] extending a, i.e. v(a0 + a± T H h a m T m ) = min{a(ai)|z = 
0, . . . , m}. Then there exists no constructible subset L of Spv (a, fc[T]) such that 
v £ L and #|L is injective. Indeed, let L be a constructible subset of Spv (a, k[T]) 
with v € L. The extension of fields fc(T) fc(T) induced by / is galois, and 
v o ix = v for every \x G Ga l (k(T)\k{T)). Hence g-1^)) = {v} C L . This 
implies that there is a constructible subset M of Spv(a,fc[T]) with g(v) G M 
and g~l(M) C L . By the subsequent Proposition (3.2.3), there exists a w G M 
such that supp(w) is a maximal ideal of k[T] and supp(w) ^ T • k[T]. Then 
0 - 1 ( w ) C L and #g-x(w) = n. 
3.2. Semialgebraic sets. Let k be a field, ÖL : fc —» TQO a non-trivial valua-
tion of k and A a fc-algebra. 
Let f be the divisible hull of T. We put 
Max (a, A) ={v: A —* f oo|v is a valuation of A , 
A/supp (v) is algebraic over fc, 
v extends a : k —• 
and equip Max (a, A) with the weakest topology such that, for every a G A , 
the mapping Max (a, A) —• foo, v i - » v(a) is continuous where Too carries the 
order-induced topology. 
L E M M A (3.2.1). i) Assume that k is algebraically closed and A is gen-
erated over k by a i , . . . , a n G A . Equip k with the valuation topol-
ogy of a and kn with the product topology. Then Max (a, A) —* kn, 
v i - » (a\modsupp (v),..., anmodsupp (v)) is a topological embedding. 
ii) Tfte canonical mappings Max (a, A) —• Spv A, Max(a,A) —• Spv'A, 
Max (a, A) —• Spv" A are topological embeddings. 
P R O O F . i) is obvious, 
ii) We show that the canonical mapping Max (a, A) —• Spv A is a topo-
logical embedding. Obviously (p is injective. Let a G A and 7 G 
be given. Put U = {v £ Max (a, A)|v(a) < 7} and V = {v G 
Max (a, A)|v(a) > 7}. We have to show that there exist open subsets U' 
and V of Spv A with U = U' f l M a x ( a , A) and V = V ;nMax-(a, A). We 
may assume 7 7^  0 0 . For every <5 G f we choose n(S) G N and k(6) G fc* 
with n(Ä) • 8 = a(k(S)) and put U(S) = {v G Spv A | v ( a n ^ ) < v(*(«))} 
and = {ve Spv A |v (a n ^ ) ) > v(k(S))}. Then U{6), V(S) are open 
in Spv A and we have 
E7 = M a x ( a , A ) n (J t/(<5), 
F = M a x ( a , A ) f l |J V(S). 
set 
Let a,b G A be given and put C/={vE SpvA|v(a) > v(b) / 0 0 } . We have 
to show that ^ _ 1 ( f 7 ) is open in Max (a, A ) . Let x G ^ ^(U) be given. We 
consider the element c: = § G A(x) C A/supp (x). Since the residue field of 
A(x) is algebraic over the residue field of A;(a), there exists a monic polynomial 
p(T) = Tn + ei T n _ 1 + • • • + en G fc(a)[T] such that p(c) is contained in the 
maximal ideal of A(x). Put d: = a n + ei & a n _ 1 + e 2 6 2 a n ~ 2 + • • • + e n 6 n € A . 
Then x(d) > x(fcn), and hence we can choose an element 7 G F with x(d) > 
7 > x(bn). Put V : = G Max (a, A)|v(d) > 7 > v(&n)}. Then V is open in 
Max (a, A) and x G V C <^~1(C7). Thus we have proved that Max (a, A) —• Spv A 
is a topological embedding. Obviously, Max (a, A) —• S p v ' A is a topological 
embedding. Hence Max (a, A) —• Spv " A is a topological embedding, too. • 
Remark (3.2.2). Since Max (a, A) —• S p v A is continuous, the topology of 
Max (a, A) is the weakest topology on Max (a, A) such that, for all a e A , the 
mapping Max (a, A) —• f ^ , v i - > v(a) is continuous where we now equip Too 
with the topology generated by the sets {7}, {x G foolx > 7} with 7 G T. 
The theory of algebraically closed fields with non-trivial valuation-divisibility 
relation has elimination of quantifiers [P, 4.17]. This implies 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.2.3). Assume that A is finitely generated over k. Then 
Spv" (a, A) is the closure of Max (a, A) in the constructible topology of Spv" A. 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.2.4). If A is finitely generated over k, then the closure of 
Max (a, A) in the constructible topology of Spv"A is closed under generalization 
and specialization in Spv"A. 
D E F I N I T I O N . If A is finitely generated over we call a subset S of Max (a, A) 
semialgebraic if S is a finite boolean combination of sets of the type {v G 
Max (a, A)\v(a) > v(b)} (a, b G A ) . 
By (3.2.3) there is a canonical bijection S S from the set of semialgebraic 
subsets of Max (a, A) onto the set of constructible subsets of Spv "(a, A ) , namely 
S is the unique constructible subset of Spv " A with S = S fl Max («, A ) . 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.2.5). Assume that A is finitely generated over k. Let L be 
a constructible subset of Spv"(a, A) and let L be the closure of L in Spv"(a,A). 
Then 
i) L is constructible in Spv"(a, A), and X f l Max (a, A) is the closure of 
LC\ Max (a, A) in Max (a, A). 
ii) L is closed (resp. open) in Spv"(a, A) if and only if L C\ Max(a, A) is 
closed (resp. open) in Max (a, A). 
P R O O F . i) B y (3.1.4), L is constructible in S p v " ( a , A ) . By (3.2.1 ii) 
and (3.2.3), L H M a x (a, A) is the closure of L f l M a x (a, A) in Max (a, A ) , 
ii) follows from i) and (3.2.3). • 
Proposition (3.2.5) means that the operation ~ commutes with the closure 
operations in Max (a, A) and Spv"(a , A ) . 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.2.6). We assume that A is finitely generated over k. Let S 
be a semialgebraic subset of Max (a, A) and let x G Max (a, A) be a point of the 
closure of S in Max (a, A ) . Then there exist a finitely generated, 1-dimensional, 
regular k-algebra B, a k-algebra homomorphism f:A—>B, an open subset U of 
Max (a, B) and a point xo G U such that g(x0) = x and g(U \ {x0}) C S where 
g: Max(a,B) —• Max (a, A) is the mapping induced by f. 
P R O O F . We distinguish the cases x e S and x & S. First assume x G S. Let 
i f be the residue field at supp (x) and ß the valuation of i f induced by x. Let / 
be the fc-algebra homomorphism A —> i f [T] , a H-» a mod supp (x) G i f C K[T], 
Put U = Max (/?, K[T]) C Max (a, i f [T]). Then U is open in Max (a, i f [T]) and 
#(£/) = {x}. Now assume x £ S. Let L be a constructible subset of Spv "A with 
L fl Max (a, A) = 5. Then x lies in the closure of L in Spv "A. By (2.3.1) there 
exists a generalization v of x in Spv "A with t / G l and M(supp (x)/supp (v)) = 
1. Let B be the normalization of A/supp (v) and / : A —• i? the canonical 
ring homomorphism. Then 5 is a finitely generated, 1-dimensional, regular fc-
algebra. Put h: = Spv" ( / ) . There exist a xo G Max (a, B) and a generalization 
vo of xo in Spv"f? with x = h(x 0 ) and v = ft(^o)- Then {x 0 } is constructible 
in Spv"(o:,i?) and VQ is the unique proper generalization of xo in S p v ; / ( a , 5 ) . 
Since ^o € ^ _ 1(i>)? there exists an open constructible subset V of Spv "(a , 5 ) 
with Xo G V and V \ {x0} C Put 17 = V fl M a x ( a , ß ) . Then ?7 is a 
neighbourhood of x 0 in Max (a, 5 ) with h(U \ {x0}) CS. • 
3.3. A n example. Let k be an algebraically closed field and ot: K —>• 1 oo a 
non-trivial valuation of k. In this section, we study Spv (a, k[T]) where k[T] 
is the polynomial ring in one variable over k. (Analogous results hold for 
Spv ' (a , fcpl).) 
We consider Max (a, k[T]) as a subspace of Spv(a,fc[T]) (by (3.2.1 ii)) and 
identify Max(a,fc[T]) with k (by (3.2.1 i)). 
B y (3.2.3), the points of Spv (a, k[T]) correspond to the ultrafilters of semialge-
braic subsets of k. Our first aim is to define a subset C of the set of semialgebraic 
subsets of k and to show that the points of Spv (a, k[T]) correspond to the filters 
of C. 
D E F I N I T I O N . i) Let 5 be a subset of k. S is called an o-disk if there 
exist a G fc and 7 G T with S = B + (a ,7) : = {x G k\a(x — a) > 7}. 
S is called a c-disk if \S\ = 1, or if there exist a G k and 7 G T with 
S = B~(a,7): = {x G k\a(x — a) > 7}. S is called a disk if S is an 
o-disk or a c-disk. 
ii) Let S be a subset of Spv (a, k[T]). S is called an o-disk if there exist 
a G fc, b G k* with S = {v G Spv(a,fe[T])|v(r - a) > v(6)}. 5 is 
called a c-disk if there exist a, 6 G fc with 5 = Spv(a,fc[T]) \ {v G 
Spv (a, fc[T])|v(6) > v(T — a) ^ 0 0 } . 5 is called a disk if S is an o-disk 
or a c-disk. 
By S S we have a bijection from the set of o-disks (resp. c-disks) of fc to 
the set of o-disks (resp. c-disks) of Spv (a, fc[T])). If A , B are two disks of fc (resp. 
Spv (a, fc[T])), then A f l 5 = 0 o r A C J B o r 5 C A . 
D E F I N I T I O N . Let C be the set of disks of k. A filter of C is a subset F of C 
such that 
a) If A £ F and B £ C with AC B, then B € F. 
b) If A , 5 G F , then AHB £ F. 
Remark (3.3.1). i) To a G 6 G k* there exists a unique valuation 
v = v(a,a(6)) of k(T) extending a such that v ( 2 ^ a ) > 0 and the image 
£ of 2 ^ in the residue field of v is transcendental over the residue field 
k of a [B, VI.10.1, Prop. 2]. We have v: k(T) -+ T ^ , 
n 
v a*(T - a)*) = min{a(aj) + z • a(b)\i = 0 , . . . , n}. 
«=o 
The residue field of v is k(t). Conversely, if v is an extension of a to 
k(T) such that the residue field of v is a proper extension of k, then 
v = v(a, 7) for some a G fc, 7 G T. 
ii) Let M be a minor subset of T (i.e. ii x £ M, y £ T with y < x then 
y G M ) and a an element of fc. Then there exists, up to equivalence, a 
unique valuation v = v(o, M ) of fe(T) extending a such that v(T — a) &X 
and M = {7 G T|7 < v(T - a)} (cf. [B, VI.10.1, Prop. 1]). v can 
be constructed as follows. We consider T as a subgroup of T 0 Z by 
7 = (7? 0)> a n d extend the ordering of T to the group ordering of T 0 Z 
such that M = {7 G T|7 < (0,1)}. Then v: k{T) (r 0 Z)oo, 
n 
a<(r-a)*) =min{a(oi) + (0,i)|t = 0 , . . . , n } . 
The residue field of v is equal to that of a. Conversely, if v is an extension 
of a to k(T) such that Tv ^ T, then v = v ( a , M ) for some a G A; and 
minor subset M of P. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.3.2). Let F be a filter of C. Then there exists an unique 
point <p(F) G Spv(a, k[T]) with F = {S G C|<p(F) G 5} . Distinguishing four 
cases, we can give a precise description of ip(F). 
I) If there exists a a G k with F = {S G C | a G 5}, tAen <p(F) ts tffee point 
of Spv{a, k[T]) with support (T - a) • fc[T], i.e. <p(F) = a. 
II) / / there exist a G k, 7 G T w/itfi F = {S G C|B+(a,7) C 5}, tnen 
(p(F) = v(a,7). 
I l l ) / / p| 5 = 0, tften y>(F) is an immediate extension of a to k(T) and can 
seF 
be constructed as follows. Let G fc(T)* fte given. Choose S £ F, 
which is disjoint to the zero set ofp(T)-q(T). Then there exists a 7 G T 
with a ( | ( § ) ) = 7 for every x £ S, and we have v(F)(jf(pj^ = 7-
IV) Assume that F is not of type I or II or III. Choose a G | j S and put 
seF 
M = {7 G r |B-(a ,7) G F}. Then (p(F) = v(a, M). 
The mapping F H-+ <p(F) a bisection from the set of filters of C to the set 
Spv(a,k[T}). 
P R O O F . 1) For every a G fc, there exists obviously an unique x G Spv 
(a, k[T]) with {S G C\a e S} = {S e C\x G S}. Namely, x is the point 
of Spv (a, A) with support (T — a) • fc[T]. Hence, in the following steps 
2) and 3) we deal only with filters F such that | 5 | > 1 for every SeF 
and with points x of Spv (a, k[T]) such that {0} = supp (x). 
2) Let F be a filter of C. Then there exists at most one v G Spv (a, k[T]) 
with F = { S ' G C | I ; G 5 } . Indeed, let such a v be given. For every a G fc 
put M a = {7 G rjt;(T - a) > 7} and Na = {7 G I > ( T - a) > 7}. Then 
M a and Na are uniquely determined since Ma = {7 G T\v G B +(a,7)~} 
and Na = {7 G r | v G B~(a,7)~}. M a and i V a are minor subsets of T 
with i V a ' C M 0 . If Ma = i V a for some a G fc, then v(T — a) £ T, and 
hence is uniquely determined by (3.3.1 ii). So assume Na ^ Ma for 
all a e fc. Then v(T — a) G T and v(T — a) = m a x M a for every a G fc. 
Hence t; is uniquely determined on the set {T — a\a G fc} C fc[T], and 
therefore v is uniquely determined. 
3) Let F be a filter of type II, III or IV, and let (f(F) be the valuation as 
defined in II, III or IV. One can easily check that F = {S G C\tp(F) G S}. 
4) B y 1), 2), 3) we have at every filter F of C an unique point ip(F) G 
Spv(a,fc[T]) with F = {S G C\tp(F) G 5}. Hence we have a mapping 
(p from the set of filters of C to the set Spv (a, k[T]). Obviously, (p is 
injective. To show the surjectivity of (p, let x G Spv (a, fc[T]) be given. 
Then F = {S G C\x G 5} is a filter of C with x = <p(F). 
5) Let v be a valuation as in III. It remains to show that v is an immediate 
extension of a. We have Tv = T by construction of v. We deduce from 
(3.3.1 i) the injectivity of ip and II that the residue field of v is equal to 
that of a . • 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.3.3). The boolean algebra of constructible subsets of Spv 
(a, k[T]) is generated by the disks of Spv(a,k[T]). 
P R O O F . Let B be the boolean algebra generated by the disks of Spv (a, fc[T]). 
Let L be a constructible subset of Spv (a, k[T]) and let x be a point in the 
complement of L. B y (3.3.2) there exists, for every y G L , an element M of B 
with y e M and x 0 M. Hence there exists a, K e B with L C K and x & K. 
That means 
n * 
LCK 
which implies L e B. 
A subset S of Spv (a, k[T]) is called a generalized disk if we can write 
n 
(*) S = B\\jBi 
i=l 
where n G No and J5, JE?i,..., Bn are disks or Spv (a, k[T]). S is called a general-
ized o-disk if there exists a representation (*) where B is an o-disk or Spv (a, k[T]) 
and Bi,...,Bn are c-disks, and S is called a generalized c-disk if there exists 
a representation (*) where 5 is a c-disk or Spv (a, k[T]) and Bi,...,Bn are 
o-disks. (Note that we can assume Bi C 5 for i = 1,. . . , n and £^ fl 1^ = 0 for 
W O • 
The following corollary is a reformulation of (3.3.3). 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.3.4). Every constructible subset of Spv (a, k[T]) is a finite and 
disjoint union of generalized disks. 
Next we consider the specializations in Spv (a, k[T]). We call B + ( a , A) the 
associated o-disk to the c-disk B~(a, A). A c-disk U of k is called associated to 
an o-disk V of k if V is associated to U. Every o-disk of k is the disjoint union 
of its associated c-disks. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.3.5). i) A point x of Spv(a,k[T]) has a proper gen-
eralization in Spv (a, k[T]) if and only if there exists a c-disk B of k 
with x = ip({S G G\B C 5}) or an o-disk B of k with x = ip({S G C\ 
B ^ S}). In the following points i i) , i i i) , iv), we describe these general-
izations. 
ii) Let a be an element of k. Then a = <p({S G C\a G S}) has a unique 
proper generalization in Spv(a,k[T]), namely the point ip{{S G C\ 
{a} 1^ S}), and this is a primary generalization. 
iii) Let B be a c-disk of k with \B\ > 1 and let D be the associated 
o-disk. Then <p({S G C\B C S}) has a unique proper generalization 
in Spv(a,k[T\)j namely the point ip({S G C\D C 5}), and this is a 
secondary generalization. 
iv) Let B be an o-disk of k. Then (f({S G C\B ^  5}) has a unique proper 
generalization in Spv(a,k[T]), namely the point <p({S G C\B C S}), 
and this is a secondary generalization. 
P R O O F . Let x be a point of Spv (a, k[T]). We consider the generalizations 
of x. 
1) Assume that supp(rr) is the maximal ideal (T - a) • k[T] of k[T]. Then 
x has no proper secondary generalization in Spv (a, fc[T]), and hence 
according to (1.2.4) every generalization of x in Spv (a, k[T]) is primary. 
Since the local ring fc[T]supp ^ is a valuation ring of dimension 1, x has a 
unique proper primary generalization v (cf. (1.2.2 ii)). One easily checks 
that v corresponds to the filter {S G C|{a} £ S}. 
2) Assume supp (x) = {0}. Then every generalization v of x in Spv (a, k[T]) 
is a secondary generalization, i.e. v = x/H where H is a convex subgroup 
of with H H T = {0}. If x is of type II or III in (3.3.2), then TX=T 
and hence v = x. So we assume that x is of type IV in (3.3.2), x = 
(f{F) = v(a, M). There exists a non-trivial convex subgroup H of Fx 
with H fl T = {0} if and only there exists a h G Tx such that 0 < h < 7 
for every non-negative 7 G T, and that holds true if and only if M has 
a greatest element or T \ M has a smallest element. In both cases there 
is only one non-trivial convex subgroup H of Tx with H fl T = {0}. M 
has a greatest element if and only if there exists a c-disk B of fc such 
that |JB| > 1 and F = {S G C\B CS}. T\M has a smallest element if 
and only if there exists an o-disk B of fc with F = {S G C\B ^ 5}. Let 
7 be the greatest element of M (resp. smallest element of T \ M). Then 
v = x/H = v(a,M)/H = ^(0,7). Hence by (3.3.2 II), v is the point 
given in iii) and iv). • 
The following proposition is a reformulation of (3.3.5). 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.3.6). i) A point x of Spv(a, k[T]) has a proper spe-
cialization in Spv (a, k[T]) if and only if there exists a a G fc with x = 
(p({S G C\{a] £ S}) or an o-disk B of k with x = (p({S G C\B C S}). 
These specializations are described in the following points ii) and i i i ) . 
ii) Let a be an element of fc. Then (f({S G C\{a} ^ S}) has an unique 
specialization in Spv (a, fc[T]), namely the point a G Spv (a, k[T]), and 
this specialization is primary. 
iii) Let B be an o-disk of fc. We consider the point x = (f({S G C\B C 
S}). Let Bi,i G I be the c-disks associated to B. Then <p({S G C\ 
Bi Q S}), i G I and if({S G C\B ^ S}) are the specializations of x in 
Spv (a, fc[T]). All these specializations are secondary. 
The following two corollaries are consequences of (3.3.5) and (3.3.6). 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.3.7). i) Let B be a c-disk of Spv{a,k[T]). Then there 
exist unique points x G B and y G Spv(a,k[T]) \ B such that y is a 
generalization of x. 
ii) Let B be an o-disk of Spv (a, k[T]). Then there exist unique points x G B 
and y G Spv (a, k[T]) \ B such that y is a specialization of x. 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.3.8). i) A generalized disk is closed in Spv(a,k[T]) if 
and only if it is a generalized c- disk. 
ii) A generalized disk is open in Spv (a, k[T]) if and only if it is a generalized 
o-disk. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.3.9). 
i) Every open constructible subset of Spv(a,k[T]) is a finite and disjoint 
union of generalized o-disks. 
ii) Every closed constructible subset of Spv(a,k[T]) is a finite and disjoint 
union of generalized c-disks. 
P R O O F . Let L be an open constructible subset of Spv (a, k[T]). By (3.3.4), 
L = L\ U • • • U Ln where L i , . . . , L n are generalized disks. Since L is closed 
under generalizations in Spv (a, fc[T]), we conclude from (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) that, 
for every i = 1, . . . , n, there exists a generalized o-disk M» with Li C C L. 
Assertion ii) can be proved analogously. • 
One can conclude from (3.3.4) and (3.3.5): 
P R O P O S I T I O N (3.3.10). A constructible subset of Spv(a,k[T]) is connected if 
and only if it is a generalized disk. 
Then (3.3.4) and (3.3.10) imply 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.3.11). Every constructible subset of Spv(a,k[T]) has finitely 
many connected components. 
3.4. Supplement to (2.4). In this paragraph we want to give a proof of 
(2.4.8) and (2.4.10). 
L E M M A (3.4.1). Let f: X . —• Y be a spectral mapping between spectral spaces. 
Let Z be a clopen subset of a fibre F = f~1(y) of f, and let U be a constructible 
subset of X containing Z. Then there exist a constructible subset VofU and a 
constructible subset WofY such that Z = F C\V and V is a clopen subset of 
r \ w ) . 
P R O O F . One can prove (3.4.1) by use of (2.4.1 i). But we give here another 
proof. Let P (resp. Q) be the specializations (resp. generalizations) of points of 
F\Z in X. Then P U Q i s a pro-constructible subset of X with Zn(PöQ) = 0. 
Let R be a constructible subset of X with Z C R C U \ (P U Q). Let S 
(resp. T) be the set of specializations (resp. generalizations) of points of R. 
Then H: = (S U T) \ R is a pro-constructible subset of X with H n F = 0. 
Hence f{H) is a pro-constructible subset of Y with y 0 f{H). Let W be a 
constructible subset of Y with y e W and f(H) flW = 0. Put V = R^f~1(W). 
Then V C U fl / - 1 ( W ) , Z = F fl V and V is closed under specializations and 
generalizations in / _ 1 ( V F ) , hence V is clopen in f~x{W). • 
C O R O L L A R Y (3.4.2). Let f: A —* B be a flat, quasi-finite and finitely pre-
sented ring homomorphism. Let L be a pro-constructible subset of SpvA such 
that every constructible subset of L has finitely many connected components. 
Then every constructible subset of Spv(f)~1(L) C SpvB has finitely many con-
nected components. 
P R O O F . B y [EGA, IV.18.12.13] there exist ring homomorphisms g: C -> B 
and h: A-+ C such that / = g o ft, h is finite and Spec (g): Spec B —• Spec C is 
an open embedding of schemes. We consider Spv B as an open subspace of Spv C 
via Spv(#). Let U be a constructible subset of Spv ( / ) _ 1 ( L ) and x an element 
of U. We have to show that there exists a constructible subset V of U which is 
connected and contains x. Put p = Spv(/i): Spv C —• Spv A. By (3.4.1) there 
exist a constructible subset W of L and a constructible subset V of U such that 
{x} = p _ 1 (p (x ) ) n V and V is a clopen subset of p~l(W). Since VF has finitely 
many connected components, we may assume that W is connected. We claim 
that then V is connected, too. Assume by way of contradiction that there exists 
a decomposition V = V\ U V2 into nonempty clopen subsets. Let q: V —• W be 
the restriction of p. B y (2.1.7 ii) , q is closed and by (2.1.4) q is open. Hence 
q{V\) and (/(V^) are clopen subsets of W. So q(V\) = (7(^2), in contradiction to 
H^Q'HQ^)) = 1 and V i H V 2 = 0. • 
L E M M A (3.4.3). Let A; be an algebraically closed field and a the trivial val-
uation of k. We consider Spv (a, k[T]), where k[T] is the polynomial ring in 
one variable over fc. Let vo be the trivial valuation of k{T), v\ the valuation of 
k(T) with valuation ring fc[T-1]T-i.fc[T-i], and, for every a G fc, t(a) the valua-
tion of fc(T) with valuation ring fc[r](r-a)fc[T] and s(a) the trivial valuation of 
k[T] with support (T - a) • k[T]. A subset L of Spv (a, k[T}) is called a gener-
alized disk if \L\ < 1 and L ^ {vo} or if L = {s(a),t(a)} for some a G fc or if 
L = Spv (a, k[T]) \ M where M is a finite subset of Spv (a, k[T]) \ {vo}. Then 
i) Spv{a,k[T}) = { v 0 , ^ i } U {s(a),t(a)\a G fc}. 
ii) Every subset L of Spv (a, k[T])\{v0} with \L\ < 1 is constructible, namely 
{Vl} = {ve 5pv(a,*[r])|f;(r) < 0}, {s{a)} = {v G Spv(a,k[T])\v(T-
a) = 0 0 } and {t(a)} = {v G Spv (a, k[T])\v(T - a) > 0 and v(T - a) ^ 
0 0 } . 
iii) A subset L of Spv (a, k[T]) is constructible if and only if there exists 
a finite subset M of Spv(a1k[T]) \ {v0} with L = M or L = Spv 
( a , f c [ T ] ) \ M . 
iv) The proper specializations in Spv (a, k[T]) are VQ y t(a) y s(a) (a G fc) 
and vo >• vi. 
v) A constructible subset of Spv(a,k[T]) is connected if and only if it is a 
generalized disk. 
P R O O F . iii) Let L be a constructible subset of Spv(a,fc[T]). If vo & L, 
then L is finite by ii), and if vo G L , then Spv (a, fc[T]) \ L is finite by 
Ü). 
v) Every constructible subset of Spv(a,fc[T]) containing vo is connected 
since v0 y x for every x G Spv (a, k[T]). • 
In the following we use the following notation: Let fc be a field and a a 
valuation of fc. We call a subset L of Spv (a, k[T]) a generalized disk if A _ 1 ( L ) 
is a generalized disk of Spv (ä , k[T]) where k is an algebraic closure of A:, ä an 
extension of a to k and A: Spv (ä , k[T]) —• Spv (a, fc[T]) the canonical mapping. 
Since A is surjective, (3.3.10) and (3.4.3 v) imply that generalized disks are 
connected. 
P R O O F O F (2.4.8). i) Let L be a connected pro-constructible subset of 
S p v E . First assume that F = E(T) is a transcendental extension of E. 
B y (3.1.2), Spv (a, E[T]) is connected for every a e L. Then by (2.4.6) 
and (2.4.1 i), Spv (a, E(T)) = g~x(a) is connected. Since g is open 
(by (2.2.3) and (2.1.2)), we conclude that g~x(L) is connected. Now 
consider the case that F is finite over E . Assume that the number of 
connected components of g~x{V) is greater than [F: E]s. Then there 
exists a decomposition </ - 1 (L) = Mi U • • • U Mn of g~x(L) into non-
empty clopen subsets M i , . . . , M n with n > [F: E]s. Since g is open 
and closed, we have L — g{M{) = • • • = g(Mn). Hence #g~l(x) > n for 
every x G I/, contradiction, 
ii) Let L be a pro-constructible subset of Spv E such that every constructible 
subset of L has finitely many connected components. We will show that 
every constructible subset of # - 1 ( L ) has finitely many connected com-
ponents. B y (3.4.2) we may assume that F is purely transcendental 
over E , and then by induction we may assume that F = E(T) has 
transcendence degree 1 over E. We consider the canonical mapping 
/: SpvE[T] S p v E . B y (2.4.7), it suffices to show that every con-
structible subset of / - 1 ( L ) has finitely many connected components. 
Let M be a constructible subset of / _ 1 ( £ ) and x an element of M . 
We wil l show that there exists a connected constructible subset of M 
containing x. Let E be the algebraic closure of E. We consider the 
commutative diagram (with canonical morphisms) 
Spy E[T] —£ZU Spv E[T] 
f 
SpvE • S p v E . 
h 
Let x be a point of SpvE[T] lying over x. Put y = f(x) € S p v E . 
We distinguish five cases. 
First case: y is non-trivial. B y (3.3.4) there exists a generalized disk B of 
Spv {y,E[T}) = / _ 1 (2 / ) w i t n x e B C h y 1 ( M ) . Let e be an element of E such 
that the point of Spv (y,E[T]) with support (T - e) • E[T] is contained in B. 
Choose a description of B C Spv (y, E[T]) by polynomials p i , . . . , p n € E[T\ of 
the form pi =T — a or pi = a with a G E . Let I f be the subfield of E generated 
by J5, e and the coefficients of p i , . . . , p n . We consider the commutative diagram 
Spy E[T] - i Z U S p v i f [T] — S p v £ [ r ] 
(*) /{ [P [f 
S p v E • Spv i f • S p v E . 
3 i 
Put y = There exists a constructible subset [7 of Spv i f [T] such that, for 
every z G Spv i f , p~x(z) fl U C p _ 1 ( z ) = Spv(z, i f [T]) is a generalized disk of 
Spv (2 , i f [T]) and jT(B) = p " 1 ^ ) n U. Then p- x(y) f l f / C i~\M). Hence 
there exists a constructible subset V of i ~ 1 ( L ) with y G V and fl £7 C 
i ^ 1 ( M ) . Let s: Spv i f —• Spv i f [T] be the mapping induced by the if-algebra 
homomorphism if[T] —> i f , T H-> e. Then 5 is a section of p with 5(2/) G E7. 
Making V smaller, we can assume s(V) C [7. B y (3.4.2), V has finitely many 
connected components. Hence we may assume that V is connected. Then since 
p _ 1 ( z ) fl U is connected for every z G V and s(V) C p _ 1 ( F ) D Z7 is connected, 
we obtain that i 7 : = p~ 1 (V r ) fl £7 is connected. Now ir(-ff) is a connected 
constructible subset of M which contains x. 
Second case: y is trivial and x is the trivial valuation of E(T). Then x is the 
trivial valuation of E(T). Hence x y z for every z G SpvE[T], which implies 
that M is connected. 
Third case: y is trivial and x(T) < 0. Let y be the trivial valuation of 
E. Then x is the unique point v of Spy (y,E[T]) = / " H i / ) with v(T) < 0. 
Put C7 = {v G SpvJ5[T]|t;(T) < 0}. Since f^iy) fl E7 C M , there exists a 
constructible subset V of L with 2/ G V and / _ 1 ( V ) fl £7 C M. For every z €V, 
f~1(z)r\U is connected and contains a point which is a specialization of x. Hence 
/ ~ 1 ( V r ) fl U is connected. 
Fourth case: y is trivial and there exists a e G E with x (T — e) > 0 and 
x(T — e) / oc. We consider the diagram (*) with i f = E{e). Put y = j(y) 
and U = {v G Spvüf[T] |v(T - e) > 0 and t;(T - e) ^ 0 0 } . Then p _ 1(2/) n U = 
{JT(%)} Q i ^ 1 ( M ) . Hence there exists a constructible subset V of i~l(L) with 
y eV and p""1^) H U C i ^ 1 ( M ) . For every z G F , / _ 1 ( ^ ) fl 17 is connected and 
contains a point which is a specialization of JT{X)- Hence H: = p - 1 ( V ) D C7 is 
connected. Then %T{H) is a connected constructible subset of M with x G ir{H). 
Fifth case: y is trivial and there exists a e G i£ with x(T—e) = 0 0 . We consider 
the diagram (*) with i f = E(e). Put y = j(y) and U = {v G Spv i f [r]|v(T-e) = 
0 0 } . Then p~x(y) f\U = {jr(x)} C i^l{M). Hence there exists a constructible 
subset V of i~x(L) with j / G F and p~ 1 (V r ) fl C7 C z '^ 1 (M) . Since every point 
of H: = p~x{V) D U is a specialization of j r ( ^ ) € H, H is connected. Hence 
ir(H) is a connected constructible subset of M which contains x. • 
P R O O F O F (2.4.10). We may assume that B is a polynomial ring over A and 
then by induction we may assume that B = A[T] is the polynomial ring in one 
variable over A and / : A —• B is the canonical ring homomorphism. Let M be a 
constructible subset of Spv (f)~l(L) and x an element of M . We show that there 
exists a connected constructible subset of M which contains x. Let (Ci\i G / ) be 
a filtered inductive system of flat, quasi-finite and finitely presented A-algebras 
such that C : = Ihn C i is a local ring with maximal ideal m such that m lies 
iei 
over supp (x)C\A and C / m is algebraically closed. We consider the commutative 
diagram 
Spv C[T] — S p v A[T] 
4 i 
S p v C • S p v A . 
h 
Let y be a point of Spv C[T] with x = hr{y) and supp(y) fl C = m. Put 
z — f(y)- By (3.3.4), there exists a generalized disk D of / _ 1 ( 2 ) with y G D C 
K^}{M). Choose a representation of D by polynomials pi,... , p n € C/m[T] such 
that every p* is of the form pi = T — äi or pi = with G C / m , and choose a 
b G C / m such that the point of / _ 1 ( ^ ) with support (T — b) -C/m[T] is contained 
in D. Let 6, a i , . . . , an G C be representatives of b, ä i , . . . , ä n , and choose a k G / 
with 6, a i , . . . , an G C&. Now, using the commutative diagram 
SpvC[T] SpvCk[T] — ^ SpvA[T] 
\, J, >|, 
S p v C • SpvC f c • S p v A , 
3 i 
we can continue with the arguments of the first case in the proof of (2.4.8 ii). • 
4. Applications of the valuation spectrum to algebraic geometry 
4.1. Etale cohomology. In this short section we pursue two aims. First 
we indicate that a conjecture of Ar t in stated in [SGA, XII.6.13] is equivalent 
to the vanishing of the cohomology of constant torsion sheaves on certain pro-
constructible subsets of the valuation spectrum of algebraically closed fields, and 
secondly we sketch that this equivalence allows us to prove both these statements. 
We are interested in the results of this paragraph also because they are very useful 
in order to study etale cohomology of rigid analytic varieties (cf. [HU3]). Precise 
proofs for all that is described in this section are contained in [Hui] . 
Let X be a topological space, Y a closed subspace of X and F an abelian sheaf 
on X such that H^U.F) = 0 for a l H G N and all open subsets U of X . We 
assume X is paracompact or X is a normal spectral space (in the sense of [CC]). 
Then Hl{Y,F\Y) = 0 for all i G N . In [SGA, XII.6.13], Ar t in conjectured that 
also the analogous statement for etale cohomology of affine schemes is true, more 
precisely: 
(*) Let X be an affine scheme, Y a closed subscheme of X and F an abelian 
sheaf on Xet which is flasque (i.e. Hl(U,F)et = 0 for every i G N and 
every U G Xet) and torsion. Then H^Y, F\Y)et = 0 for every i G N . 
Let us make two statements about the cohomology of the valuation spectrum 
of algebraically closed fields. 
(**) Let K be an algebraically closed field and D,E subsets of K. Put 
X = {v G SpvK\v(d) > 0 for all deD and v(e) > 0 for all e G E} and 
equip X with the subspace topology of SpvIf . Then Hl(X,F) = 0 for 
every i G N and every abelian torsion group F. 
(**)' Let K be an algebraically closed field and D,E subsets of K. Put 
X = {ve Spv'K\v(d) > 0 for all d G D and v(e) > 0 for all e € E} and 
equip X with the subspace topology of Spv'K. Then Hl(X,F) = 0 for 
every i G N and every abelian torsion group F. 
Then we have 
L E M M A (4.1.1). The following conditions are equivalent: 
i) (*) holds, 
ii) (**) holds, 
iii) (**)' Ao/ds. 
To prove the equivalence of i) and ii), use Zariski's representation of Spv K 
as a projective limit of schemes (2.4.3) and the proper base change theorem for 
etale cohomology [ S G A , XII.5.1]. The equivalence of ii) and iii) follows from a 
general result of Schwartz [Si], which says that for every normal spectral space 
X , every abelian group G and every n G N , there is a canonical isomorphism 
Hn(X,G) ^ Hn(X*,G), where X* is the inverse spectral space to X (in the 
sense of [H, Prop. 8]. In our situation, X = {vSpv'K \ v(d) > 0 for all d G D 
and v(e) > 0 for all e G E} is a normal spectral space and {v G Spv K \ v(d) > 0 
for all d G D and v(e) > 0 for all e G E} is the inverse spectral space to X . 
Then (4.1.1) and the following lemma show that (*), (**) and (**)' are true. 
L E M M A (4.1.2). (**)' holds. 
In order to prove (4.1.2) we first show (**)' for i = 1 by using the equivalence 
of i) and iii) in (4.1.1). Then we proceed by induction on i. For that we use 
that the cohomological dimension of a normal spectral space X is bounded from 
above by the combinatorial dimension of X ([CC]) and that, if / : X —• Y is 
a spectral and specializing map between spectral spaces and the specializations 
of every point of X form a chain, then (Rnf*F)y ^ Hn(f-1(y),F\f-1(y)) for 
every n G N 0 , y G Y and abelian sheaf F on X. 
4.2. Open morphisms. L e t / : X —• Y be a morphism of schemes where / 
is called universally open at a point x G X if, for every base change f(y') • X1 = 
X X y Y' —• Y' of / and every point x' G Xo' lying over the mapping f(Y>) is 
open at x'. If / is of finite presentation at x G l , then / is universally open at x 
if and only if / is universally generalizing at x. In the following two propositions 
we study points at which / is universally generalizing. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (4.2.1). Let k be a field, A and B finitely generated k-algebras 
and f: A —• B a k-algebra homomorphism. Then the set of points x G SpecB 
at which Spec(f): SpecB —• SpecA is universally generalizing is constructible in 
SpecB. 
Let f: X —> y be a morphism of schemes, and let L be the set of points of X 
at which f is universally open. In [EGA, IV. 14.3.9], Grothendieck asked whether 
L is constructible in X. 
Lemma (4.2.1) says that L is constructible in X if Y is locally of finite type 
over a field and / is locally of finite type. Parusinski proved a similar result in 
complex analytic geometry. Namely in [Pa] he showed that if / : X —• Y is a 
morphism of complex analytic spaces, then the set of points of X at which / 
is (universally) open is constructible in X (in the complex analytic sense). It 
is obvious that one can apply Parusinski's ideas to the algebraic situation, and 
then one obtains, more general than (4.2.1), that L is constructible in X if Y 
is locally noetherian and / locally of finite type. The main tool in Parusinski's 
proof is the flattening technique ([Hi], [RG]), whereas in our proof of (4.2.1) we 
use simpler methods, namely the valuation spectrum and some model theory. 
Also for the proof of the following proposition we use valuations. 
P R O P O S I T I O N (4.2.2). Let A,B be noetherian adic rings and A —• B a con-
tinuous ring homomorphism. Let A and B be the completions of A and B. Let 
p be an open prime ideal of B and p the corresponding open prime ideal of B. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
i) SpecB —• SpecA is universally generalizing at p. 
ii) SpecB —• SpecA is universally generalizing at p. 
P R O O F O F (4.2.1). We need three lemmata. 
L E M M A (4.2.3). Let f: A —• B be a ring homomorphism. 
i) Let x be a point of SpecB. If for all n G No the morphism SpecB 
[ T i , . . . , T n ] —• SpecA[Ti,... ,Tn] induced by f is generalizing at every 
point x' G SpecB[Ti,... ,Tn] lying over x, then Spec(f) is universally 
generalizing at x. 
ii) Let x be a point of SpvnB. If for all n G N 0 the mapping Spv"B 
[ T i , . . . , T n ] —> Spv"A[Ti,... , T n ] induced by f is generalizing at every 
point x' G Spw"l?[Ti,.. . ,T n ] lying over x, then Spv"(f) is universally 
generalizing at x. 
P R O O F . We show ii), whereas i) can be proved analogously. Let A —» C 
be a ring homomorphism and let y be a point of S p v " C (8>A B lying over x. 
We show that g: S p v " C <S>A B —• S p v " C is generalizing at y. We represent C 
as the inductive limit of finitely generated A-algebras, C = l im C*. Let yi G 
iei 
Spv"Ci®AB be the image of y under the mapping Spy "C<S>AB —• Spv"Ci<8u#. 
We denote the mapping S p v " C i <8>AB —• Spv "Ci by The assumption implies 
that, for every i G J , the set G(yi) of generalizations of yi in S p v " C i <8u B 
is mapped onto the set G(gi(yi)) of generalizations of g(yi) in S p v ^ Q . Since 
the set G(y) of generalizations of y in S p v " C ®A # is the projective limit of 
(G(yi)\i G JT) and the set G(g(y)) of generalizations of g(y) in S p v " C is the 
projective limit of (G(gi(yi))\i G J) , the mapping G(y) —• G{g{y)) is surjective 
[ B i , 1.9.6]. • 
L E M M A (4.2.4). Let k be a field with a non-trivial valuation a. Let A,B be 
finitely generated k-algebras and f:A—>Ba k-algebra homomorphism. Let 
g: Spv"B —• Spv"A and g: Max(a,B) —• Max(a,A) be the mappings induced 
by f. Let L be a constructible subset of Spv"(a, B) such that g is open at every 
point of L n Max (a, B). Then g is generalizing at every point of L. 
P R O O F . Let x G L be given. Assume that g is not generalizing at x. Then 
there is a generalization y of g(x) in Spv"(a , A) such that no point of g~1{y) 
specializes to x. Hence there exists an open constructible subset U of Spv "(a , B) 
with x G U and g~x{y) fl U = 0. By assumption g(L HUH Max (a, B)) is 
contained in the interior of g(U D Max (a, B)) in Max (a, A). By (3.2.3) we 
have g(L n U H Max (a, £ ) ) = #(L n 17) n Max (a, A) and #(£/ fl Max (a, £ ) ) = 
#([/) fl Max (a, A ) . Therefore, g(L fl J7)Max (a> ^ ) is contained in the interior of 
p ( t / ) n M a x ( a , A) in Max (a, A ) . B y (2.1.1), g(LC\U) and #([/) are constructible 
subsets of Spv "(a, A ) . Now (3.2.5) implies that g(L fl U) lies in the interior of 
g(U) in Spv"(a , A ) . Since # G f / D L and y specializes to g(x), we have y G #({7), 
in contradiction to g~l{y) fl U = 0. • 
L E M M A (4.2.5). Let 
[/ — ^ X 
(*) 4 l f c 
v • y 
6e a commutative diagram of schemes. Let u be a point of U. 
i) If f is universally generalizing at u and g is universally generalizing at 
f(u), then h is universally generalizing at i(u). 
ii) Assume that (*) is cartesian and g is universally generalizing at f(u). 
Then f is universally generalizing at u if and only if h is universally 
generalizing at i(u). 
P R O O F , i) is obvious and ii) follows from i). • 
Now we prove (4.2.1). First we study the case that k is algebraically closed and 
has a non-trivial valuation a. We consider the mappings g: Spv"B —> Spv "A 
and g: M a x ( a , £ ) —• Max (a, A) induced by / . Since the statement "g is open 
at can be expressed in the formal language of valued fields by a formula 
and since the theory of algebraically closed fields with non-trivial valuation 
has elimination of quantifiers [P, 4.17], there exists a constructible subset L 
of Spv"(a, .B) such that L fl Max (a, B) is the set of points of Max (a, B) at 
which g is open. We wil l show that L is the set of points of Spv "(a , I?) at 
which g is universally generalizing. For every n G N we consider the mappings 
gn: Spv"B[Tu...,Tn] Spv"A[T1,...,Tn] and pn: Spv"(a , B[TU ..., Tn]) -+ 
Spv"(a ,f l) . The mapping g n : Max (a, B[TU . . . , Tn)) M a x ( a , A[TU • •. ,T»]) 
is open at a point x G Max (a, - B [ T i , . . . ,T n ] ) if # is open at pn(x). Hence 
Pn1^) is a constructible subset of Spv "(a, B[Ti,... ,T n ] ) such that <?n is open 
at every point of p^ 1(I/) D Max (a, 2?[Ti , . . . ,T n ] ) . Then according to (4.2.4), 
gn is generalizing at every point of p ~ 1 ( L ) . Now (4.2.3 ii) implies that g is 
universally generalizing at every point of L. Conversely, let x be a point of 
Spv "(a, B) at which g is universally generalizing. Let c: B —• 5 be a ring 
homomorphism of J5 to an algebraically closed field s and ß a valuation of 5 
with ß\B = x. We consider the mappings g': Spv"B s —> Spv "^4 <8>k s 
and p ' : Max( /3 ,B <8>fc s) -> Max(/3, A ® f c s). Let x 7 be the point S p v ' ^ d ) ^ ) G 
Spv"B®kS where d is the ring homomorphism B®kS —> s with d(b<8>e) = c(b)-e. 
Then x' is an element of Max (/?, B<g)fc 5) and is mapped to x under the projection 
p: Spv"(ß, B <8>k s) Spv"(a,B). Since g is universally generalizing at x, g' is 
generalizing at x'. Hence g' is open at x'. Since the set of points of Max (/?, B<8>ks) 
at which ^ is open can be described by we have G p _ 1 ( L ) , i.e. x € L. Thus 
we have proved that L is the set of points of Spv "(a, B) at which g is universally 
generalizing. 
Let M be the set of points of Spec B at which Spec (/) is universally gen-
eralizing. Let t: Spv "(a, B) —• Spec 5 be the support mapping. By (2.1.3), 
L = t~1(M). Since £ is surjective and spectral, we deduce that M is constructible 
in SpecB. 
Now we prove (4.2.1) in general. Let K be an extension field of k such that 
K is algebraically closed and carries a non-trivial valuation. We consider the 
cartesian square 
Spec B®kK —^—• SpecB 
4 I9 
Spec A®kK Spec A, 
v 
where g and h are induced by / : A —• B and p, g are the canonical morphisms. 
Let S (bzw. T) be set of points of Spec B (resp. Spec B ®k K) at which g (resp. 
ft) is universally generalizing. B y (4.2.5 ii), we obtain T = q~1(S). We know 
already that T is constructible in Spec B<8>kK. Since q is surjective and spectral, 
we deduce that S is constructible in Spec B. • 
P R O O F O F (4.2.2). We have a commutative diagram 
SpecB — - — • Spec!? 
i i 
Spec A • Spec A. 
9 
Since g is flat, (4.2.5 i) shows that i) follows from ii) . Now we prove that i) 
implies ii). For that we use continuous valuations: A valuation v of a topological 
ring E is called continuous if for every *y G r v there exists a neighbourhood U of 
0 G E with v(u) > 7 for every u G U. Let J be an ideal of definition of A. Let 
C be the ring B equipped with the I • J5-adic topology. Then Spec B —» Spec A 
factorizes in SpecJ? — • SpecC — • Spec A. Since j is flat, it suffices to prove 
that k is universally generalizing at pf]C. This means we may assume that IB is 
an ideal of definition of B. In the following we equip every A-algebra E with the 
I-E-adic topology. Let q be a prime ideal of B[X]: = B[Xi,..., Xn with qHB = 
p. By (4.2.3 i), it suffices to show that SpecB[X] —• Spec A[X] is generalizing at 
q. Let r G Spec A[X] be a proper generalization of q fl A[X]. We have to show 
that there exists a prime ideal $ of B[X] with s C q and s f lA[X] = t. B y [ E G A * , 
0.6.5.8], there exists a rank 1 valuation v of Ä[X] such that supp(£) = r and 
A[X](£) dominates the localization of A [ X ] / r at the prime ideal (q fl A[X] ) / r . 
Then v is continuous and the trivial valuation of A[X] with support q D A[X] 
is a primary specialization of v: = v\A[X] in SpvA[X] . B y (2.1.3) there exists 
a valuation w of B[X] such that the trivial valuation of B[X] with support 
qf l i?[X] is a primary specialization of w in S p v £ [ X ] and w|A[X] = v. Let H be 
the convex hull of Tv in Tw. Since cTw = {0}, we have the valuation u: = w\H 
of B[X]. Then u is continuous, M | A [ X ] = v and u\cTu is the trivial valuation of 
B[X] with support q fl B[X]. Since the ring homomorphism <p: B[X] —• B[X] 
is continuous and im((p) is dense in B[X], u extends to a continuous valuation 
ü of B[X]. Then ü\cYn lies over w|crn. Since q is the unique prime ideal of 
B[X] lying over q fl B[X], we have supp(u) C supp(Ä|cFü) = q. Since v and 
w | A [ X ] are continuous valuations of A[X] and t ) |A [X] = ( Ä | A [ X ] ) | A [ X ] , we have 
v = n |A[X] , especially r = supp(#) = supp(w|A[X]) = supp(w) D A[X]. Hence 
supp (ü) is a prime ideal as desired. • 
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